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Abstract 

The security levels applied in the port of entries and borders has tightened sig

nificantly after September 11, 2001. This presumably have increased the safety 

and reduced the risk. In the meantime, however, some problems have arisen 

such as congestion and inconvenience at the port of entries due to limited gov

ernment resources, which jeopardize the countries' economy and popularity. 

Another serious threat to homeland security that the country recently suffers 

is cyber-attacks launched by sophisticated cyber-adversaries. Due to the attri

bution and asymmetry nature, it is extremely difficult to prevent and mitigate 

the cyber-attacks. This led the government to realize the need for a comprehen

sive collaboration between governmental and non-governmental organizations. 

However, this move also has brought along some problems such as privacy. 

First, we analyze abandonment behavior of the potential applicants during 

security screening process. We investigate how the applicants change their sub

mission strategy when they become impatient and how the visa officials should 

alter their strategies to reduce risk and increase normal applicants' welfare. To 

accomplish this, we develop (1) a game model to capture strategic interactions 

with approver and potential applicants, (2) a 2-dimensional Markov chain to 

XlV 



calculate average waiting times in the face of abandonments. Then, we support 

our model with a case study of the United States visa application process. 

Second, we investigate the relation between the illegal fishery behavior and 

environmental factors in the Gulf of Mexico. This chapter develops a model to 

provide useful insights to the United States Coast Guard that will help to inter

dict and stop illegal activities. The model includes the analysis of provided ille

gal sight and collected environmental data and developing a prediction model. 

Third, we review the recent developments in cybersecurity information shar

ing literature by analyzing identified papers based on their ascertained main 

focus and methodological approaches implemented. We reveal the certain con

siderations and behaviors of the cyber-adversaries and targets when it comes 

to share cyber-attack information. These considerations include (1) benefits and 

risks of sharing cyber-incident data from targets' perspective, and (2) competi

tion and motivation from adversaries' perspective. 
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Introduction 

Homeland security has become the United States (US) government's one of top 

priorities after September 11, 2001. The security levels applied in the port of 

entries and borders has tightened significantly. The goals of these measures are 

(1) reducing the risk of admitting adversaries into the country via port of en

tries [1], (2) decreasing the number of illegal passes from land [2] and sea [3] 

borders. These precautions presumably have increased the safety and reduced 

the risk. In the meantime, however, some of those have been causing problems 

such as congestion and inconvenience at the port of entries due to limited gov

ernment resources, which jeopardize the countries' economy and popularity. 

Another threat to homeland security that the country recently suffers is cyber

attacks launched by sophisticated cyber-adversaries. Due to the attribution and 

asymmetry nature, it is extremely difficult to prevent and mitigate the cyber

attacks. This led the government to realize the need for a comprehensive collab

oration between governmental and non-governmental organizations. However, 

this move also has brought along some problems such as privacy. 
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A proper and complete understanding of strategic behaviors of the both ad

versaries and collaborators is needed to the government to enhance the effec

tiveness of counter-measures taken against the adversarial attacks, which will 

serve the government's primary goal: more secure and safer Homeland. This 

dissertation is motivated to fill the research gap of the comprehensive behav

ioral analysis of the port, border and cyber security problems of the Homeland 

Security. In particular, this dissertation analyze behaviors and develops mod

els and for the security screening process (port security), the illegal passes with 

fishery cover in the Gulf of Mexico (sea border security), and cybersecurity in

formation sharing problems. We provide the problem details below. 

Security screening procedures are an important part of border, homeland, 

airport, and military zone security. Consulate visa officers screen applicants 

based on nationality, occupation, age, and gender. The goal of these security 

screenings is to identify potential adverse applicants (e.g., terrorists, criminals) 

and inhibit them from entering the organization. Another important goal of 

the screening procedures is to deter potential threats. Security officials antic

ipate a lower risk of attack when applying these screening procedures. The 

most conservative way to minimize the risk of threats is to apply a 100% screen

ing policy. However, such full screening will result in a high level of conges

tion, and reduce the normal applicants welfare. One of the major applications 

of security screening is the further administrative process in visa applications. 

The US Department of Homeland Security conducts a security management 

program to identify visa applicants who have terrorism connections, criminal 

backgrounds, or other security clearance issues [4]. According to the [5] and 

[6], the administrative processing for a US visa takes 67 and 60 days on aver

age, respectively. The [7] released a report which draws attention to issues that 
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students and scholars suffer from the Visa Mantis process, even though it has 

already been improved by reducing the waiting times. Many complaints are 

posted on a Facebook group by those who missed either an education or job 

opportunity [8]. In the long term, such visa issuance burden of scholars will 

jeopardize the global interest of the country and can decelerate the scientific de

velopment and negatively affect the economy. This dissertation addresses the 

optimal security screening policies in the face of national security risk caused by 

the adversary applicants and the congestion caused by the screening process. 

We address these two research questions: (1) How being impatient affect the 

potential applicants' behavior? (2) How should the officials alter their screening 

strategies to reduce the risk but increase the welfare of normal applicants? The 

contribution of this chapter is to develop a novel 2-dimensional Markov chain 

to study average waiting times in heterogeneous applicant populations at se

curity screening queues and incorporate this to a game model. The theoretical 

model is supported with a case study of the United States visa issuance process. 

Illegal fishing can have a devastating impact on stocks and has massively 

contributed to the depletion of fish stocks [9, 10, 11]. About 80% of today's 

global fish stocks have been fully exploited, over-exploited or depleted. One of 

the major contributing factors to this problem is illegal fishing [10]. [12] claims 

that if the current rate of depletion continues, then by 2048, most global fish 

stocks will have collapsed. Fishermen from Mexico pose a big threat to fish 

stocks, and the Gulf of Mexico's fish stock is already heavily exploited [13]. [9] 

study the catch rates of pelagic sharks in the Gulf of Mexico in the 1950s and the 

1990s. They estimate that oceanic white tip and silky shark populations have 

declined by more than 99% and 90%, respectively. 
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One of the missions of the United States Coast Guard (USCG) along the bor

der is to stop illegal poaching activities. That mission is essential to protect the 

natural resources and the sovereignty of the U.S. [14]. "Poaching within the U.S. 

Exclusive Economic Zone harms our natural resources and negatively impacts 

the US commercial fishing industry, as well as recreational fisherman," said Lt. 

Mike Bell, the commanding officer of Station South Padre Island [14]. Along 

side of illegal fishery, USCG suspects that those fishery boats involve in human 

and drug trafficking which poses a greater threat than fishery. The USCG es

timates over 1,100 annual lancha1 incursions into U.S. regulated waters in the 

Gulf of Mexico. The USCG wants to prevent the illegal fishing by optimally 

allocating resources, e.g., patrol boats and aircrafts that increase the probability 

of detection, and thus seizure. This dissertation develops a model for this prob

lem to provide useful insights to the USCG that will help to interdict and stop 

illegal activities. We address the following research question: What and how en

vironmental factors affect fishermen behavior and how should these effects be 

interpreted? The contribution of this paper is to develop a quantitative model 

for understanding illegal fishery activities in the Gulf of Mexico, considering 

environmental drivers. 

The cyber-attack surface increases due to technological developments, caus

ing adversarial cyber-actors to become more sophisticated and aggressive. In 

addition to that, growing conflicts between countries prompt nations to invest 

more in cyber-technologies for either offensive or defensive purposes. The US 

government plans to invest $15 billion in cybersecurity in fiscal year 2019, where 

the actual spending in fiscal year 2017 was $13.15 billion. Moreover, US total cy

bersecurity spending has increased nearly 250% in the last eight years: $27.4 in 

1Lancha is a type of boat that the Mexican fishermen use for illegal fishing. 
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2010 and (estimated) $66 in 2018 [15, 16]. According to [17], ransomware attacks 

increased by 36% in 2017. [18] draws attention to that cyber-crime will cost busi

nesses over $2 trillion by 2019. According to [19], Verizon reports 53,308 secu

rity incidents and 2,216 data breaches during the 12-month period in 2017-2018. 

Apart from the increased frequency of the incidents, public and private sectors 

are also concerned about the increased severity and national security impacts 

caused by these attacks. 

Besides the lack of communication/coordination between targets, the attri

bution and asymmetry nature of the cyber-attacks also challenge prevention 

and mitigation. Since adversaries are acting collectively, exchanging experience 

and knowledge, and launching coordinated attacks [20, 21, 22, 23], a solution 

to combat this could be deploying improved collective, coordinated, and active 

defense strategies. From the targets' perspective, collective action and infor

mation sharing have also become prominent and are considered the most sig

nificant concept for addressing cyber-attacks as well as mitigating their effect 

on economical developments. From the adversaries' perspective, information 

sharing among targets will strengthen their cyber-defense capabilities. This dis

sertation reviews the recent developments in cybersecurity information sharing 

literature by analyzing identified papers based on their ascertained main fo

cus and methodological approaches implemented. We address these 3 research 

questions: (1) What are the considerations and certain behaviors of the cyber

adversaries? (2) What are the considerations and certain behaviors of the tar

gets? (3) How do the qualitative and quantitative literature handle the cyber

security information sharing problem? The contribution of this chapter is to 

review academic efforts of a recent important concept, cybersecurity informa

tion sharing, in a systematic way and provide potential research gaps. 
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The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides the 

literature review of Homeland Security problems studied in this dissertation. 

Chapter 3 studies optimal security screening policies in the face of impatient 

normal and adversary applicants. Chapter 4 investigates the behavioral pat

terns of sea border violators in the Gulf of Mexico by developing a prediction 

model. Chapter 5 reviews the academic efforts on cybersecurity information 

sharing problem and reveals certain considerations of targets and adversaries. 

Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and provides future research directions. 



Literature Review 

In this chapter, the literature related to security screening and border patrolling 

models are summarized. 

2.1 Literature on security screening models 

2.1.1 Security screening 

[24] investigate the impact of the rigid visa policy after 9 / 11 to US business, in

dustry, and tourism. [25] apply an economic analysis of this incentive program 

that investigates the strategic interaction between the government and terror

ists with a game-theoretic model to prevent illegal entries through US ports. 

[1] introduce a comprehensive study on the screening process during the visa 

application process. The study discriminates potential applicants as good and 

bad applicants, and develops a game-theoretic model to determine the optimal 

screening policy to maximize good applicants welfare and minimize the risk of 

admitting bad applicants. In addition, queueing theory is used to understand 

the impact of the screening policy on congestion. There are numerical exam-
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ples that illustrate findings and perform sensitivity analysis. [1] also investigate 

imperfect screening and non-zero waiting costs of bad applicants. However, 

the model is not supported by real data, and thus is not validated. Moreover, 

the study ignores the abandonment behavior of normal applicants, which com

pletely changes the model structure and optimal screening policy to be applied. 

To fill this gap, we propose to integrate a game-theoretical model and real data 

to build a more realistic model that better predicts players' behavior and helps 

the approver to determine the best screening policy. [26] propose a modeling 

approach that uses knapsack problem models for nuclear material screening at 

port security stations. [27] propose an attacker-defender game model to deter

mine optimal investment level to enhance airport security against terrorist at

tacks. [28] develops an empirical Bayes estimation method to predict the num

ber of conforming items during sequential screening. 

2.1.2 Queueing theory 

[29] provides one of the earliest studies on queues with impatient customers. 

[30] propose a solution method for queues with customer balking and reneg

ing where customers' patience time is exponentially distributed. [31] study 

equilibrium strategies in queues where customers abandon when either the re

ward is zero or waiting time exceeds customer's patience. [32] calculates steady 

state performance measurements with the assumption of general (rather than 

exponential) abandonment distribution. [33] study mean sojourn times for dis

criminatory processor sharing queues. [34] investigates the strategic behavior 

of customers in M/M/1 with homogeneous customers. [35] use a matrix ap

proach to calculate system performance measurements of a queueing system 
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where customers patience time is exponentially distributed. [36] studies the ap

proximation of a discriminatory processor sharing queue length with impatient 

customers. [37] incorporate MlMil egalitarian processor sharing queues and 

game theory to study socially optimal joining rules. [38] investigate a tandem 

infinite and finite buffer queueing system with heterogeneous customers and 

generalized phase-type service time distribution. [39] study multi-server tan

dem queues with finite buffer, and all services times are phase-type distributed. 

[40] investigate optimal arrival times of entities to a processor sharing queueing 

system. Best responses (i.e., arrival times) of the entities are calculated using se

quential game context. According to our best knowledge, no study investigates 

GPS queues with heterogeneous and impatient entity arrivals. In this study, we 

propose a novel GPS queueing model that considers abandonment behavior of 

entities, and then analyzes congestion with two types of entities, and incorpo

rates it with a game-theoretical model. This solution approach can be applied to 

general security queueing systems where different types of entities are present 

in the system. 

2.1.3 Behavioral game theory 

[41] compares the experimental result with game-theoretic models to find out 

how accurate game theory can predict human behavior. The study shows that 

costly experimental methods do not lead to a significant difference compared to 

crude experimental methods. [42] implement an experimental game-theoretic 

model of equilibrium profiling. Screening procedures in military checkpoints 

were analyzed where the attack risk is high. Data is collected from labora

tory experiments with financially-motivated human subjects. The experiment 
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is conducted with a total of 144 participants. According to the study, experi

mental results are consistent with the mathematical theory, while some of them 

have interesting behavioral differences. [43] draws attention to the necessity 

of experimental studies in operations research and provides suggestions about 

future experimental behavioral research. [44] conduct a survey to investigate 

preferences of airport travelers on screening satisfaction and screening safety. 

In this study, we conduct a web-based survey to collect data from US visa hold

ers to understand preferences during the visa issuance process. We use the data 

to develop a more realistic model and provide useful insights on applicants' 

behavior. 

2.2 Literature on patrolling models 

There are a number of academic contributions which have sought to improve 

the understanding of the problem of illegal fishing, and to try to give better 

solutions. [45] find that many environmental factors can impact fishers' behav

ior and the fishing activity, such as the season, flooding, high-water, receding

water, and low-water. The USCG believes that fishing behaviors are related to 

these environmental conditions: wind speed, wave height, mean wean wave 

direction, air pressure moon phase, air temperature, water temperature, and 

moon phase, as they may affect both the fish's and fishermen's behaviors. This 

paper studies how these factors would impact illegal fishing activities. [46] 

study the causes of illegal fishing, such as institutional factors, economic causes, 

social factors, and then gives some possible actions against illegal fishing. The 

use of trade measures, institutional interplay, and effective governance have 

been studied by [47] to combat illegal fishing. [10] examines the situational 
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factors that influence the decision to engage in international illegal fishing in a 

global view. By using the data of 54 countries, [10] analyzes situational factors 

and finds that factors, such as resource attractiveness, access to an easy escape 

route, formal and informal surveillance, and fisheries management efforts, are 

the significant factors affecting the decision to engage in illegal fishing. Design

ing fishery routes on a fishing network in the Canadian Atlantic offshore ground 

fish fishery is studied by [48], and a prescriptive model for routing a multi-unit 

surveillance fleet through a set of fish stock is developed. 



Security Screening Queues with 

Impatient Applicants 

Security screening policies are critical in military contexts, airports, ports, and 

visa issuance processes in order to minimize risks from terrorists, smugglers, 

fugitives, and others. However, such screening procedures also increase con

gestion and inconvenience for normal applicants, which may create a trade-off 

for the authorities balancing between risk and congestion. In this chapter, we 

develop a game-theoretical model to investigate optimal screening policies that 

acknowledges the trade-offs between risk, congestion, and abandonment be

havior of the applicants. To calculate the average waiting time in the screen

ing queue with heterogeneous impatient applicants, we use a two-dimensional 

Markov chain model. As a case study, we tackle the security screening process 

of US visa applications by conducting an online survey. Collected data shows 

some key aspects of applicant preferences such as abandonment behavior. We 

conduct sensitivity analysis for our model. We show that if the authorities take 
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the abandonment behavior of the applicants into account beforehand, they may 

achieve higher utility depending on the characteristics of applicants. 

3.1 The Model 

Here, we first introduce the game, assumptions, queue structure, players, and 

then develop utility functions of the players and finally provide the definition 

of the sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium (SPNE). 

Game structure and assumptions: We consider 3 players in the game; (1) the 

approver refers to a screening officer who decides whether an applicant needs 

screening or is eligible to get an approval immediately, (2) good applicants refer 

to normal people who have no adversary intention, and decide either to apply 

or not apply considering congestion and reward of getting an approval; (3) bad 

applicants refer to people who have adverse intention (or criminal tendency) 

and hide the real purpose of their applications. Bad applicants decide whether 

to apply or not, considering the trade-off between the reward of obtaining an 

approval and the penalty of getting caught. First, a sequential game is played 

between the approver and the applicants, and then a simultaneous game fol

lows that is played between good and bad applicants. For convenience, the 

approver and the applicants will be regarded as a female and male, respectively. 

Figure 3.1 summarizes the screening procedure. First, the approver announces 

the screening rate she is going to apply. Then, the potential good and bad ap

plicants make their application decision. The approver then decides whether 

or not to screen an arriving applicant. If an applicant is selected to be screened, 

then he is sent to screening service where the ultimate decision is whether or not 

to reject the application. During the screening process, if an applicant becomes 
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impatient, he abandons without waiting for the decision. The unscreened ap

plicants get the approval immediately. 

Good 
Potential 

Applicants Approver 

Screening 

Policy ,------Approved 

Bad No 
Potential 

Applicants Yes 
>--..i Rejected 

Abandonment 

Figure 3.1: Flow chart of the application and screening process 

We assume that: (1) the applicants cannot be rejected immediately, i.e. the 

approver can reject only after screening; (2) the approver will choose the lowest 

screening probability levels if she is indifferent between different levels due to 

convenience; (3) perfect screening is assumed in which case the good applicants 

get the approval regardless of being screened or not, and the bad applicants get 

caught if screened; (4) if a good applicant is indifferent between whether or not 

to apply, he chooses to apply, while a bad applicant chooses not to apply due to 

cost concerns. The last assumption implies that the good applicants can either 

play with pure or mixed strategies, while the bad applicants only play with pure 

strategy. Table 1 represents the major notations of the model. 

Screening queue structure: A potential applicant either can be good (g) or 

bad (b), which is given by type 0 E {g, b}. The applicant type is unobservable 

to the approver, while it is known by the applicant. It is assumed that the poten

tial applicants arrive according to a Poisson process with rate A. The screening 

queue is modeled as an M/M/1/K-GPS with service rateµ and the applicants 
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Table 3.1: Notation used in this chapter 

Notation Explanation 
Decision variables: 

<I> E [O, 1] probability of screening an applicant 
p = {pe} potential applicant's submission probability 

Parameters: 
0 E {g,b} type of a potential applicant 
p probability that a potential applicant is good 
R approver's reward for admitting each good applicant 
C approver's penalty for admitting each bad applicant 

applicant's reward if passed 
applicant's cost per unit of waiting time 
bad applicant's penalty if rejected 

A Poisson arrival rate of potential applicants 
µ service rate of the screening process 
N screening system capacity 

Functions: 
p(<I>) potential applicant's best response for given <I> 
J(<I>) approver's objective function 
Ue potential applicant's expected utility 
~ = {Ae} arrival rates of applicants 

arrival rates of screened applicants 
patience time distribution of the potential applicants 
average patience time of the potential applicants 

> 
abandonment rate of applicants 

txe (<I>Ip) abandonment probability of applicants 
W(<l>,p) expected waiting time 

receive service with equal proportions [49]. Each potential applicant individu

ally makes the application decision, and arrives with a patience time, which is 

denoted by the random variable 0· Let fre denote the probability density func

tion and E[e] = Te. Applicants abandon if the screening service has not been 

completed within their patience time. We assume that patience time is a forcing 

factor to abandon. Hence, applicants abandon the screening not because utility 

falls below zero, but because they become impatient. 
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Let W represent the average waiting time in the screening queue and £Xe (<P, p) 

denote the abandonment (as a results of impatient applicants) probability which 

is defined as the fraction of abandoned applicants with type 0. We assume that 

£Xe is non-decreasing with W and non-increasing with Te. Note that £Xe = 0 

holds if the arrival rate of the applicants is zero; Ase = 0. [50] propose a linear 

abandonment model, £Xe = ; , that holds if the patience time is exponentially 

distributed. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, to make the calculations tractable, 

we assume patience times are exponentially distributed for both types of ap

plicants. By this means, we will be able to use the above linear abandonment 

model. 

The queue structure explained above is special for the following reasons: the 

queue is unobservable to the applicants and the queue entities (i.e., applicants) 

are impatient and heterogeneous. The latter one complicates computing the 

average waiting time in the system, where advanced solution techniques should 

be applied. Thus we develop a novel two-dimensional Markov chain to study 

the above special queueing system. 

General characteristics of the players: We assume that the players are ra

tional economic agents and their objective is to maximize their utility. The ap

prover's strategy, screening probability of an applicant, is given by <P E [0, 1]. 

The potential applicants' strategy with type 0, submission probability, is de

noted by p = (pg, Pb) where Pe E [0, 1]. Pure strategy is played when <P, Pe E 

{ 0, 1}, and mixed strategy is chosen otherwise. Let Ae = peAe denote the actual 

arrival rate of the potential applicants. Then, the arrival rate to screening queue 

can be obtained by Ase= pe<l>Ae where Ag = pA, and Ab= (1 - p)A. 

Approver: The approver's objective is to determine the optimal screening rate 

that balances (1) the risk of admitting the bad applicants, and (2) the welfare 
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(thus the submission tendency) of the good applicants. She receives a reward 

of R for each approved good applicant and incurs a cost of C for each admitted 

bad applicant. Her utility function is given by: 

(3.1) 

where Ae = p0Ap, \/0 E {g, b}, that represents the arrival rate of the applicants 

who have submitted their applications, and Pe denotes the submission proba

bility of applicants with type 0. It is convenient to refer to Ae as actual arrival 

rate, which is a function of arrival rate and submission probability of the poten

tial applicants. Since we assume perfect screening, the good applicants will get 

an approval, regardless of whether screened or not, while the bad applicants 

will be approved only if they are not screened. The approver gets reward R for 

each good applicant who does not abandon, and incurs penalty C for each bad 

applicant who is not screened. 

Good Applicants: A good applicant yields a utility of r g if he is approved, and 

incurs a cost of c; per unit waiting time if he is screened and does not abandon. 

If abandonment occurs, he bears the cost of waiting without getting any reward. 

Therefore, utility function of the good applicants is given by: 

wp pg[l - <I>] 

ug(<l>,p ) = rg -c; w(<l>,p ) wp pg<l> [l-ltg(<l>,p)] (3.2) 

-c; w( <I>, p ) wp pg<Pltg( <I>, p ) 

From Eq. (3.2) we have E[ug] = [rg] • [pg(l - <1>)] + [rg - c; wJ • [pg<l>(l - ltg) ]+ 
[-c; w] • [pg<l>ltg]- Thus, the utility function of the good applicants is obtained 

as follows: 
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(3.3) 

Bad Applicants: A bad applicant gets a reward of rb if he is not screened, and 

incurs a cost of c' and cb for per unit waiting time if he is screened and does not 

abandon. He bears only the cost of cb for per unit waiting time if he is screened 

and abandons before getting caught. 

From Eq.(3.4) we have E[ub] = [rb] · [pb(l - <1>)] + [-c' - cbW] · [pb<l>(l - ltb)] + 
[-cbW] · [pb<l>ltb]- Thus, the utility function of the bad applicants is obtained as 

the following; 

Note that the applicants get zero utility if they decide not to apply. If sub

mitting the application yields zero utility, then the applicant becomes indifferent 

between "apply" and "not apply", in which case according to assumption (4), a 

good applicant will choose to apply, and a bad applicant will do otherwise. 

Definition of equilibrium: The potential applicants' objective function can 

be obtained by combining the utility functions of the good and bad applicants: 
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if 0 = g 

if 0 = b 

(3.6) 

Given the approver's strategy <I>, the potential applicants' strategy is; 

where 

Pe(<I>) = argmaxue(<l>,p), for0 E {g,b} (3.7) 
Pe 

Definition 1. A collection of (p*, <I>*) is a sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium, or equi

librium, ifand only if, 

p* = p(<I>) (3.8) 

and 

<I>* = argmaxJ[<l>;p(<I>)] (3.9)
<I> 

3.2 Solution Procedure 

3.2.1 Calculation of the average waiting time 

All players take the congestion into consideration before moving. Thus, we first 

start with calculating W( <I>, p). Recall that the queueing discipline is M/M/1/K

GPS. In such queues, entities arrive at the system and receive service immedi

ately; thus, no queue is formed. Calculation procedure of W( <I>, p) is not trivial 
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due to different types of impatient applicants appear in the system. Here, to 

model the queueing system, a two-dimensional Markov chain method is pro

posed, where dimensions represent the number of applicants in the system. 

We consider a two-dimensional Markov process for the good and bad ap

plicants in the system on a finite lattice strip. Two random integer variables 

are introduced, I (t ) and J(t ), representing the number of good and bad ap

plicants in the system at time t, respectively. To avert state explosion prob

lem and be able to obtain stable solutions, we assume that the queueing sys

tem has a capacity which is denoted by N. The resulting Markov process is S; 

S = { I(t ), J(t ); i, j = 0, ..., N, i + j ::; N, t 2: 0}. We assume that S is irre

ducible. Recall that the arrival rates of the good and bad applicants are given 

by Asg = pg<PpA and Ash = pb<P(l - p)A, respectively. In generalized processor 

sharing queueing discipline, the service rate is equally shared among entities 

in the system. Thus, the actual service rate of a particular entity will become 

i~j ' i + j > 0. Departure from the screening process can occur in two ways: ser

vice completion or abandonment. The transition diagram and corresponding 

rates of Markov process S are shown in Figure 3.2. The balance equations can 

be written as follows: 

• for i = 0, and j = 0: 

• for i = 0, and j = 1, ..., N - 1: 
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if i' = i, j' = j - 1 

Figure 3.2: Transition diagram of the screening queue with abandonments 

• for i = 0, and j = N : 

• for i = N - 1, and j = 0: 
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• for i = N, and j = 0: 

• for i = 1, ..., N - 2, and j = 1, ..., N - i - 1: 

• for i = 1, ..., N - 1, and j = N - i: 

Proposition 1. For the below two special cases, the average waiting time in the screen

ing process can be obtained as follows: 

1. If Ase= 0,\10 E {g,b}, then, W(<l>,p) = 0. 

2. if Ase' > 0 and Ase" = 0 (if 0' = g, then 0
11 

= b, and vice versa), then, 

N ,n 
- n1,se' Po 

(3.10)W(<l>,p)-L n A ,(1-P) 
n=l f1 µ +g I se N 

. 1 e]= 

N An , AN i-l 
where Po= 1 + L n se and PN = N se' Po. 

[ n=l fl µ+g e' fl µ+g e' 
J=l J=l 
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Let Wbe an approximation to W and f3 (N) be the discrepancy between Wand 

W. Then, an approximation to W with discrepancy f3(N ), using gamma trans

formation is as follows: 

(3.11) 

where f3(N) is non-increasing with N; lim f3(N) = 0, A(x,y) = xe; ry(x,y) , 
N➔ oo Y 

and ry(x,y) = Jr5 tx- le- tdt. 

Proof See Appendix. ■ 

Remark: Considering the above two cases: (i) It is obvious that no arrival re

sults in W(<I>, p) = 0. (ii) If there is only one type of applicants stand in the 

queue, i.e., queue entities are homogeneous, then the two-dimensional Markov 

process can be reduced to a one-dimensional case. This simplifies the solution 

and allows us to obtain a closed form formula for W (<I>, p). An approximation 

to Eq. (3.10) can be obtained using gamma transformation, where the accuracy 

of the approximation depends on the system capacity N. If the system capacity 

is large enough, the approximation will provide more accurate solutions (see 

the proof for justification). We explain the accuracy by discrepancy(%) between 

- 1w- w1Wand W; f3(N) = w -100%. 

A numerical illustration is provided in Figure 3.3 to illustrate how discrepancy 

(/3) changes with system capacity (N). We perform the analysis for three dif

ferent arrival-service rate settings, and fix Se' to 0.1. The results show that the 
A , -µ

approximation works fairly well, as N 2: s,, 
e 

Generator Matrix Q: We first numerate the states of Markov process S, such 

that the i/h element of the generator matrix Q denotes the transition from state 
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Figure 3.3: Performance of the approximation in terms of f3(N) 

i to state j. Size of the state space can be obtained by (N + 1) ( N + 2) / 2 formula. 

The state numeration and the generator matrix Q are presented in Figure 3.4. 

State State 
Asg Asb 0 0 0 0 0

number description * 
1 (0, 0) µ + ~g 0 Asg Asb 0 0 0* 
2 (1, 0) 

µ + ~b 0 0 Asg Asb 0 0
3 (0, 1) * 
4 (2 , 0) Q= 0 µ + 2~g 0 0 0 0 0* 

(N+ l )(N+2) / 2-2 (2 , N - 2) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(N+ l )(N+2) / 2-1 (1, N- 1) * 
(N+ l )(N+2)/2 (0, N) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 

(a) State numeration (b) Generator matrix 

Figure 3.4: State numeration of Markov process S and infinitesimal generator 
matrix Q 

Note that Q is (N + l )(N + 2) /2 x (N + l ) (N + 2) /2 size matrix and the 

diagonal elements are represented by asterisks " * ", which substitute for the 

negative sum of the off-diagonal elements in their row. For instance, in the first 
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row * -(Asg + Asb), in the second row * 

forth. 

Steady State Solution: Let 1r be the stationary probability vector such that, 

1r = (Pao, Pm, Pm, ..., PoN) 

and we are interested in solving the following to obtain 1r: 

1rQ = 0, 1re = 1, 1r 2 0 

where e is vector of ones, e = (1, 1, ..., 1?. [51] proposes the matrix-geometric 

method to solve Markov processes with a repetitive structure. Note, however, 

that, Q does not have the block (repetitive) structure that is required to use the 

matrix geometric method due to transition rates it + isg and /:._j + F:b• There

fore, we use a direct method called the GTH (Grassmann-Taksar-Heyman) al

gorithm [52], which promises numerically stable solutions [53]. The GTH al

gorithm performs summations (rather than subtractions) to obtain the diagonal 

elements, and, thus, provides more stable solutions than usual Gaussian elim

ination [54]. In other words, negative values are avoided in the GTH solution. 

We summarize the calculation procedure of W( <I>, p) in Algorithm 1 by combin

ing Proposition 1 and the GTH algorithm. 
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Algorithm 1 Calculation of W ( <P, p) 

1: function W(<P, pg, Pb, Tg, Tb, A,µ, p, N) 

2: W f--- null, Asg = <PpgAp, Sg = ;g,Asb = <PpbA(l - p), Sb = ;b 

3: if A50 = 0, ::l 0 E {g, b} then 

4: Calculate W using Proposition 1 

5: else 

6: Generate Q 

7: Compute 1r with GTH (see [52] for details) 

8: Calculate L = "Lf=ofD=o Pij and PN = "£,f=oPk(N- k) 

9: Apply Little's rule; W = (Asg+As~)( l - PN) 

10: end if 

11: end function 

3.2.2 Calculation of best response and SPNE 

It is important to understand the applicants' behavior when they are restricted 

by time. Thus, before performing the sensitivity analysis on SPNE, we examine 

how the applicants would alter their best responses as Te -/- oo, for given ap

prover's strategy <P. Figure 3.5 illustrates the applicants' best responses given 

screening rate. 

The good applicants tend to apply more as their average patience time Tg de

creases (see Figure 3.5-a). The intuition is the following: as the good applicants 

become more impatient, it will decrease the congestion; thus, good applicants 

more encouraged to submit their applications. It is trivial to see that since the 

bad applicants disregard the cost of waiting, they do not change their behavior 

even though they become impatient (see Figure 3.5-b). 
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Figure 3.5: Sensitivity analysis for the best response of the impatient and non
zero waiting cost applicants 

Since, W( <I>, p ) has no closed form formula, we solve SPNE numerically by 

calculating the best responses of the applicants, Pe, for given approver's strategy 

<I>. Let uY(<t> ) be the utility of an applicant with type 0 for given <I>, as Pg = i 

and Pb = j; i, j E {0, 1}. In other words, uy (<I>) denotes the utility when pure 

strategies are played among the applicants. It can be seen that pe = 0 implies 

u~= ut0 = 0. Normal-form of the simultaneous game for given <I> that is played 

among the applicants is given in Figure 3.6. 

Bad Applicants
Apply Not Apply 

Good Apply u;', ur1 u~0 
O II 

ApplicantsNot Appl~===O=,==u=~=-====O=,=O==-
Figure 3.6: Simultaneous game among good and bad applicants 

Let r (<I>) denote the above game. Recall that we assume that when the good 

applicants become indifferent between whether or not to apply, they will choose 

to apply, where the bad applicants will not submit their applications. This as

sumption implies that the good applicants play with mixed strategy if u}1 = 0; 

however, the bad applicants always play with pure strategy. Note that if <I>= 0, 
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then W(<I>, p ) = 0 (see Algorithm 1) and txe = WI Te = 0. Thus, the utility func

tions of the applicants become ue = pere. Since u}1 = rg > 0 and uF = rb > 0 

hold, the solution, i.e., sub-game (<I> = 0) Nash equilibrium, will be Pe = 1. 

When u}1 2: 0 and u}0 2: 0 hold, the good applicants play pure strategy"Ap

ply", i.e. Pg = 1. Note that Pb = 0 (i.e., no application from bad applicants) 

diminishes the congestion, which will result in u}1 ::; u}0. This implies that as 

long as u}1 2: 0 holds (i.e., Pg = 0 is weakly dominated strategy), then Pg = 1 

will be the best response for the good applicants. On the contrary, if u}0 < 0 (i.e., 

Pg = 1 is strictly dominated strategy), then the good applicants will choose not 

to apply, i.e. Pg = 0. Otherwise, the good applicants will play with mixed strat

egy Pg E (0,1 ) where ug(<l>,p ) = 0. Under these given conditions, we search 

for the approver's best response <I> that is the solution to argmax<1>J[<l>;p(<1>)], 

which will yield <I>* = <I>, Pi = Pg, and Pb = Pb· Finally, we obtain the re

sulting SPNE; (<I>*, Pi , Pb) . The calculation procedure of SPNE is provided in 

Algorithm 2. Note that, in the algorithm, <I>* is obtained after an exhaustive 

search on <I> E [O, 1] interval that is divided into n intervals (n + 1 values). Thus, 

we calculate the optimal solution with an error€ < ¼(see Table 3.2 for compar

isons). 
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Algorithm 2 Calculation of SPNE (<I>*, p;, PiJ 
1: function SPNE(A, µ, N, n, p, Tg, Tb, R, C, ct , ct, r g, rb, cb) 

2: <I>* f---- null, p; f---- null, Pb f---- null, and J* f---- - oo 

3: for <I> 0 : n : 1 do 

4: if <I> = 0 then 

6: else 

7: Calculate uy, \/ 0 E {g, b} and i, j E {O, 1} 

8: Solve f(<I>) and get (pg, Pb ) 

9: end if 

10: J = pgApR ( 1 - W(:,p)) - PbA(l - p)C(l - <I>) 

11: if J > J* then 

A12: J* = , ',l-' = ,h * Pg, and Pb = AJ A-.* 4', Pg = * Pb 

13: end if 

14: end for 

15: end function 

Now, we provide some statistics on computation time of SPNE. We run 9 

experiments where the arrival and service rate ratio is fixed, i.e., A/µ = 5 /3. 

We solve SPNE(A, µ, N, n,0.9, 8, 12, 1, 7, 1, 0.2, 1,2, 1) for given A,µ, N, n values 

provided in Table 3.2. The computation time of SPNE increases very slightly 

with the number of steps (n). On the other hand, dramatic increases in the 

computation time are observed as the system capacity (N) increases. 
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Table 3.2: Value and computation time of SPNE for different baseline settings 

No. A µ N n (# of steps) SPNE; ( <I> * I Pg_ , Pb) Time (sec) 
1 5 3 25 10 (0.70, 0.90, 0) 0.1447 
2 5 3 25 25 (0.64, 1.00, 0) 0.1904 
3 5 3 25 50 (0.64, 1.00, 0) 0.1950 
4 10 6 50 10 (0.70, 0.90, 0) 5.8202 
5 10 6 50 25 (0.64, 1.00, 0) 6.3999 
6 10 6 50 50 (0.64, 1.00, 0) 6.9625 
7 15 9 75 10 (0.70, 1.00, 0) 85.9969 
8 15 9 75 25 (0.64, 1.00, 0) 86.4015 
9 15 9 75 50 (0.64, 1.00, 0) 88.4332 

3.2.3 Utility of the new model 

The case study performed in Section 3.3.1 show that the applicants are restricted 

by time during their security screening processes. The old model [1] ignores 

this key behavior and, thus, proposes solutions that are non-optimal. Utility 

of the new model is to capture this key behavior and allow the approver to 

better evaluate/predict applicants' course of actions and, thus, develop better 

screening policies. To show this, let the approver's utility that is yielded by the 

old model be J(<1>;1d ITe = oo), and by the new model, J(<l>~ew) . 

Proposition 2. Under the assumption of Te -1- oo, the new model yields as much utility 

as the old model; 

(3.12) 

Remark: The relation given in (3.12) can be explained by the definition of best 

response. Proposition 2 states that if the approver takes the abandonment be

havior of the applicants beforehand, she may achieve higher utility. More dis

cussion is provided in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. 
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3.3 Numerical Illustrations 

This section illustrates the case study (screening process of US visa applications) 

and sensitivity analysis of the new model. 

3.3.1 Case study 

We illustrate our model with the security screening process of US visa appli

cation, which is also called further administrative processing. The first step to 

apply a US visa is to fill the online application form and submit the application. 

Once after paying the application fee, the applicants schedule an interview with 

the consulates. Visa officers have interviews with each applicant that result in 

three ways: (1) approval, (2) rejection, or (3) further administrative processing. 

If the case (3) occurs, the applicant is likely to wait extended period of time to 

hear the final decision. 

To identify the behavioral patterns of the US visa applicants, we conducted 

a web-based survey. Note that this experimental work aimed only good ap

plicants and we make assumptions for bad applicants' behavior based on the 

survey findings. The participants were asked 15 questions related to their de

mographic information and last US visa issuance experience. More than 300 F, 

J, and H visa holders participated in the survey; however, we removed around 

half of the responses due to inconsistencies. The majority of the participants 

are in the range of 18-33 ages and male. We had roughly equal number of par

ticipants from each visa type. Below, using the collected data, we test waiting 

(i.e., screening service) and patience time distributions. However, since peri

odic (e.g., daily, weekly) arrival data is hold by visa consulates and not publicly 

available, this chapter assumes that the inter-arrival times are exponentially dis-
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tributed, without actual support of data. In this chapter, for simplicity we con

sider all applicants arrive and get served individually and independently. How

ever, in reality we acknowledge that some (small) portion of applicants could 

arrive in groups (e.g., families, colleagues), which may change the arrival and 

service processes depending on the nature of specific cases, which may deserve 

some future research considerations ( e.g., using queuing systems with bulk ar

rivals/services). 

Waiting Time Distribution: Two sources (survey and Checkee.com data) are 

utilized to test whether or not the waiting times of the applicants are generated 

from an exponential distribution. Survey participants were asked to provide 

their "waiting period for the last US visa issuance process." Figure 3.7 repre

sents the waiting time distributions of the survey (134 data points) and Checkee 

(14,979 data points) data. 
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0. 2 
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Figure 3.7: Waiting time distribution of the survey participants and Chec
kee.com reporters 

As discussed earlier, average screening time of US visa application is around 

60 days. Thus, we safely assume that the applicants who waited 30 days or more 

were screened (see the unshaded bars in Figure 3.7). The average waiting time 

of the all and screened (as assumed above) participants are 36.94 and 50.95 days, 

respectively. Same measures are calculated as 38.56 and 58.04 days in Checkee 

data. The screening rates of the survey participants and Checkee reporters are 

https://Checkee.com
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62.7% and 44.6%, respectively. We perform Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests for 

both datasets, where the null hypothesis is that the waiting times of screened 

applicants follow an exponential distribution. Both null hypotheses are rejected 

at 5% significance level. However, since the outliers at 90-100 interval (the sur

vey data) and 30-40 interval (the Checkee data) contribute to the above result 

significantly, we safely assume that screening service time is exponentially dis

tributed. 

Patience Time Distribution: One of the key findings of the survey is the aban

donment behavior of the visa applicants. That is, the applicants are constrained 

with some exogenous life circumstances such as university enrollment days for 

the students and alternative employment opportunities for workers. This time 

constraint is referred as "patience time" in this chapter. To analyze patience time 

distribution, we utilize 152 responses of the survey participants to the question 

of their "patience time during the last US visa issuance experience." The results 

show that roughly 80% of the participants could have waited less than 100 days 

for the visa application result. Patience times densify between 20 and 100 days 

with an average of 81 days. Note that the more patient participants seem to 

have found more convenient to answer the survey question in terms of months. 

Therefore, in Figure 3.8, we observe values such as 180 and 360, rather than 170 

and 350. 

Again, we perform a Chi-square goodness-of-fit test to show whether the 

patience times of the applicants follow an exponential distribution or not. The 

null hypothesis is rejected at 5% significance level. However, to make the calcu

lations tractable in Section 3.2.1, we assume that f re (0 ), the probability density 

function of the patience time of the applicants with type 0, is exponentially dis

tributed. 
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Figure 3.8: Patience time distribution of the survey participants 

Setting Baseline Values : The baseline parameter values used in the numerical 

setting are as follows: rg = 1, c; = 1, ch = 0.2, rb = 2, c' = 1, R = 1, C = 7, 

µ = 2, p = 0.9, A= 10, Tg = 8, Tb = 12, N = 50, n = 50. The baseline values are 

shown as vertical lines on Figure 3.9 and 3.10. Note that the old model assumes 

that the queueing system is M/M/1-FIFO. Therefore, for the sake of the model 

comparison, we apply M/M/1/K-GPS queueing discipline to the old model as 

well. 

3.3.2 Changing the average patience time of the good appli

cants Tg 

We illustrate sensitivity analysis for Tg within the range of 2 to 22. As discussed 

in Subsection 3.2.2, both types of applicants are more willing to apply if their 

populations' average patience times diminish. In the new model, the approver 

makes use of the good applicants' high submission tendency when Tg ::; 8, and 

applies high screening rates to deter the bad applicants (see Figure 3.9-a). How

ever, when the good applicants become more patient, their application tendency 

fades, and thus the approver reduces the screening rate. 
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Figure 3.9: Sensitivity analysis for the average patience time of the good appli
cants 

This behavior may seem to be counter-intuitive due to the approver's pos

sible unwillingness of discouraging or abandoning the good applicants. How

ever, recall that the approver bear no cost for abandoned good applicants. Thus, 

she risks discouraging the good applicants in order to deter the bad applicants. 

By applying high screening rates, the good applicants tend not to apply as they 

are more patient (see Figure 3.9-b); in the meantime, the bad applicants are de

terred (see Figure 3.9-c). In addition, as the submission rate of the good appli

cants decreases, their abandonment rate also reduces until the approver applies 

lower screening rates (see Figure 3.9-e). The old model allows the bad applicants 

to abandon more (see Figure 3.9-f); however, since we assume perfect screening, 

abandoned bad applicants do not increase approver's utility. Note that the good 

applicants abandon less with increase of Tg, while the bad applicants abandon 

more due to increased congestion. Recall that the approver assumes Te = oo in 

the old model, and this leads her to apply lower screening rates to encourage 

the good applicants to apply. This incentivizes both types of applicants to apply, 

but at the same time increases abandonment rate of the good applicants due to 
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the high level of congestion. We observe that the approver's utility decreases 

when Tg ::; 8, and begins an upward trend with Tg = 8 which is caused by 

the approver's low level screening rate policy. Overall, the new model reduces 

congestion (see Figure 3.9-d) and yields as much utility as the old model (see 

Figure 3.9-g). The difference is significant when the good applicants are more 

impatient, Tg ::; 8. 

3.3.3 Changing the average patience time of the bad applicants 

Tb 

We perform a similar sensitivity analysis for Tb· As seen in Figure 3.10-a that the 

approver applies higher screening rates with the new model. The reason is the 

following: recall that the applicants tend to apply more as the average patience 

time is short, and, thus, the approver screens more to catch and deter the bad 

applicants. In comparison with the previous analysis, here, the approver keeps 

the screening rate low in order not to discourage the good applicants, and takes 

the risk of admitting bad applicants. The reason is to prevent the good appli

cants, from abandoning due to small Tg and congestion. However, as the bad 

applicants become more patient, the approver alters her strategy by increasing 

the rate of screening. 

Using a high rate screening policy deters the bad applicants (see Figure 3.10-

c), but in the meantime diminishes the good applicants' submission tendency 

(see Figure 3.10-b). On the other hand, the good applicants abandon less due 

to abated congestion (see Figure 3.10-e). Along with the strategy change of the 

approver at Tb = 10, the bad applicants are deterred (see Figure 3.10-f). Overall, 

the new model deteriorates the congestion when Tg = 8 and Tb ::; 8, and im-
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Figure 3.10: Sensitivity analysis of the average patience time of the bad appli
cants 

proves it dramatically when Tb 2: 10 (see Figure 3.10-d). In addition, it always 

yields more utility than the old model, and the difference is significant for small 

and large values of Tb (see Figure 3.10-g). 

3.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we study the approver's optimal screening strategy under con

gestion, security risk, and abandonment behavior of the applicants. We develop 

a novel two-dimensional Markov chain with impatient applicants to study av

erage waiting time in the screening process. We provide solution algorithms for 

the queueing model and SPNE. To study normal applicants' preferences dur

ing the US visa issuance process, we conduct a web-based survey and infer that 

abandonment behavior is critical for visa security screening procedures. We also 

provide useful statistics and insights on US visa issuance process such as wait

ing periods, submission tendency for given screening rate, patience time distri-
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bution of the normal applicants, the relation between average waiting time, and 

abandonment behavior. After solving SPNE numerically, we find that the ex

istence of the abandonment behavior would significantly affect the approver's 

optimal strategy, and, hence, the applicants revise their submission decision ac

cordingly. Ignoring impatient applicant populations [1] can neglect to predict 

applicants' actual behavior, and, thus, can cause approver to apply non-optimal 

screening policies. In addition, we show that our model is better for reducing 

congestion in the security screening process, and yields as much utility as the 

old model. 



Behavior Analysis of Illegal Fishery 

in the Gulf of Mexico 

Illegal fishery activities in the Gulf of Mexico pose a threat to the US national 

security, as well as damage to the economy. The US Coast Guard (USCG) es

timates over 1,100 incursions by Mexican fisherman into US regulated waters 

in the Gulf of Mexico annually. Fishermen enter the water borders to catch red 

snapper, which is one of the Gulf of Mexico's signature and most valuable fish. 

There are a number of academic contributions which have sought to improve 

the understanding of the problem of illegal fishing, and to try to generate better 

solutions. In this study, we investigate the relationship between illegal fishery 

activities and environmental factors with one-year of historical sight, weather, 

and moon phase data. Descriptive analysis provides some interesting insights 

such as sight patterns depending on wave height, moon phase, and hours of 

a day. Also, we develop logistic regression models that shows wave height is 

negatively correlated with sight occurrences for all sight types. In addition, we 

over-sample the data and develop two prediction models using logistic regres-
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sion and k-nearest neighbor algorithm and compare prediction accuracies. The 

results show that k-nearest neighbor algorithm performs better in most of the 

cases. 

4.1 Data Collection 

In this section, we provide the steps of creating our case study dataset. This 

dataset includes the sight data provided by the USCG and publicly available 

weather (wind speed, wave height, mean wave direction, air temperature, water 

temperature, rain, fog, and storm) and moon phase data of an area (50 x 50 

square-miles, see Figure 4.1) located in the Gulf of Mexico. 

4.1.1 Historical sight data 

This study focuses on the illegal fishing behaviors in offshore waters of Corpus 

Christi, TX. Here, "illegal fishing" refers to unauthorized fishery committed by 

fishermen who violate U.S. waters from Mexican waters. This type of fishery is 

considered as a threat to U.S. sovereignty. USCG Sector Corpus Christi's area of 

responsibility encompasses the area of interest for this analysis. One year sight 

(i.e., detection) data of illegal fishery activities in the area was provided by the 

USCG for the period of May 1, 2014 to April 30, 2015. The data distinguishes 

lancha and gear1 sights (see Table 4.1). If the USCG detects a fishery boat that is 

illegally fishing in U.S. waters, then it is a lancha sighting. If the USCG detects 

fishery equipment (hook, line, harpoon and gillnet) that is set in U.S. waters 

but no fishery boats, then it is a gear sighting. Table 4.1 shows a sample of the 

1Fishermen set the fishing gears in U.S. waters, sail back to Mexican waters, and return to 
get in caught fish. 
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Table 4.1: A sample of the sight data provided by the USCG. 

Date Time Lancha Sighting Gear Sighting 
5/30/2014 01:00 PM 0 1 
5/30/2014 05:23 PM 2 0 
7/23/2014 10:25AM 4 0 
7/28/2014 03:14AM 2 1 

sight data. Lancha and gear sight occurrences were recorded with day and time 

information. 

We acknowledge that there might have been illegal activities that were not 

observed by the USCG and this may bias the analysis. As mentioned in Section 

1, the USCG estimates over 1,100 annual lancha incursions into U.S. regulated 

waters in the Gulf of Mexico, whereas the sight data includes 154 lancha and 

85 gear incursions. This gap can either be a result of the (possibly) overrated 

estimation of USCG or the (possibly) incomplete sight data. Still, we believe that 

the sight data is a reasonable available sample to perform analysis and provide 

useful insights for understanding the illegal activities in the Gulf of Mexico. To 

extend the analysis, we add the total number of sights into the sight data to 

investigate any correlation of the illegal fishery with the summation of lancha 

and gear sights. Illegal activities are observed 136 times2 in the given period. 

Herewith, the sight data has 136 rows and 3 columns (lancha, gear, total sights). 

4.1.2 Historical weather data 

Since USCG believes that the major reason for violating U.S. waters is illegal 

fishery, we collect weather data that affects fishery behavior [55]. Sea state, the 

result of wave height and direction, is one of the major factors that affect fish-

2This is the number of observed illegal activity occurrences, not the number of sighted fishery 
boats or gears. 
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ery behavior. Severe sea state hardens sailing, whereas fishery becomes more 

convenient in mild sea state. In addition, air and water temperature affect fish 

behavior, and thus, fishermen behavior. Thus, we collect wave height, mean 

wave direction, air and water temperature. USCG believes that illegal fisher

men tend to choose foggy and cloudy days to keep them covered, so we also 

include rain, fog, and thunderstorm status in the historical weather data. 
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Figure 4.1: Area of interest and locations of stations #42020 and #42045 [Google 
Maps] 

The above-mentioned weather data is obtained from National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) web site [56]. The weather data is col

lected from stations #42020 (26.968 N 96.694 W) and #42045 (26.217 N 96.500 W) 

for the period of interest. Figure 4.1 shows the area of interest and the locations 

of stations #42045 and #42020. Note that, Station #42020 is out of the area of 

interest. The reason we choose this station is that it is one of the largest and 

advanced stations (meaning few missing data) that is close enough to the area 

of interest. These stations take hourly data, and thus the historical weather data 
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has 24 x 365 = 8, 760 rows and 7 columns; wave height, mean wave direction, 

air temperature, water temperature, rain, fog, and storm. 

4.1.3 Moon phase 

Rate of fish catch is related to moon phase [57]. Previous academic studies show 

the correlation between catch rates and the moon phase for certain fish species 

(58; 59). To investigate whether there is a correlation between illegal fishery 

behavior and the moon phase, 8 moon phases were obtained via a software3 

for the period and area of interest. We also calculate the percent of illumination 

of moon (e.g., 0.05, 0.51, 0.94) to perform a descriptive analysis in Section 4.2 

(see Figure 4.4). Here, for simplicity, the illumination percent of the moon is 

assumed to be the same in the same day. The moon phase data has 365 rows 

and 1 column. 

4.1.4 Data aggregation and pre-processing 

Recall that we have three datasets generated in the previous sections: (1) the 

historical sight dataset; 136 x 3, (2) the historical weather dataset; 8,760 x 7, 

and (3) the moon phase dataset; 365 x 1. Now, we aggregate these datasets by 

matching the number of rows to have a dataset that is usable for the statistical 

analysis in the following sections. To accomplish this, we base the aggregated 

dataset on 24 hours x 365 days = 8, 760 rows. 

To convert the historical sight data into 8, 760 x 3 format, we insert the re

coded sights into their occurrence hours on the basis of 24 hours x 365 days. 

Here, we acknowledge that this conversion requires the assumption of 24 hours x 

3QuickPhasePro4 
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365 days of possible USCG surveillance. The reason is that if there was no 

surveillance, then there was indeed no sight whether or not there occurs an 

illegal activity. Therefore, this conversion should be performed according to 

USCG patrolling schedule. However, since the patrolling schedule of USCG is 

not fixed and changes periodically and randomly, it is not practical to use the 

patrol schedules as the basis of data aggregation. Therefore, we assume that 

USCG patrols 24 hours x 365 days and choose the 24 x 365 = 8,760 as the basis 

of the conversion. We perform the same conversion for the moon phase dataset 

by assuming the status (percentage of illumination, phase) of the moon is same 

for all hours of a day. Note that the historical weather data is already on the 

basis of 24 hours x 365 days. 

After the aggregation we have a dataset with 8,760 observations and 11 vari

ables (3 target and 8 predictor). Figure 4.2 illustrates the aggregated dataset. 

We denote the target variables by Y = [lancha, gear, total], and the predictors 

by X=[waveHeight, meanWaveDirection, airTemperature, waterTemperature, 

moonPhase, rain, fog, storm]. 

Obs. Target Variables Temporal Predictors Predictor Variables 

No. lancha gear total hourOfDay dayOfWeek dayOfMonth monthOfYear wvht {feet) mwd {degree) atmp {celcius) wtmp (celcius) moon Phase rain fog storm 
1 0 0 0 1 5 1 5 1.6 58 21.3 22 .1 2 0 1 0 
2 0 0 0 2 5 1 5 1.48 79 21.5 22 .1 2 0 1 0 

3 0 0 0 3 5 1 5 1.38 58 21.6 22 2 0 1 0 

8760 0 0 0 24 5 30 4 0.46 42 21.7 23.45 4 0 0 0 

Figure 4.2: The aggregated dataset with 3 target and 8 predictor variables, and 
the moon phase enumerating table. 

The predictors variables are: "waveHeight (wvht), meanWaveDirection (mwd), 

airTemperature (atmp), waterTemperature (wtmp), moonPhase, rain, fog, storm." 

The moonPhase is represented by numeric values from 1 to 8: New Moon, Wax

ing Crescent, First Quarter Moon, Waxing Gibbous, Full Moon, Waning Gib

bous, Third Quarter Moon, and Waning Crescent, respectively. 
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4.2 Descriptive Analyzes 

4.2.1 Weather characteristics and sight occurrences 

We start with providing a general view of the weather and sight data that are 

obtained from USCG and NOAA website. Here, our goal is to reveal any ob

servable pattern or trend between weather conditions and sight occurrences. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the weather characteristics of the area of interest and the 

corresponding sight occurrences. Wave height (see in Figure 4.1-a) is observed 

mostly between Oand 2 feet. The majority of illegal activity sights also occurred 

in this range. As stated previously, sea state is categorized by wave height, 

mostly "slight" (1 ft 8 in to 4 ft 1 in) sea state had been observed in this period. 

More than 8 feet of wave height is considered as "rough" sea state, and whereas 

( according to the expert opinion) this and higher levels can obstruct fishing. It 

can be seen from Figure 4.1-a that no illegal fishery activity were observed at 

the wave height of 3 feet or more. We believe that there could be three possible 

reasons for this: (1) rough sea state is rarely observed in the area of interest, 

(2) severe weather conditions significantly reduce the detection capabilities of 

USCG, (3) fishermen do not tend to fish in such severe weather. We also note 

that gear sights occurred more at mild sea state than lanchas. 

Figure 4.1-b shows the information about mean wave direction. It shows 

the angle of average wave direction in a 0-360 scale where Orepresents North, 

and the angle is measured clockwise from the North to the direction of wave 

[56]. For instance, the 90° represents a wave direction form east to west. It 

can be seen from Figure 4.1-b that wave direction is observed frequently from 

east to west, and the illegal observations are mostly observed in this range of 
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Figure 4.3: Weather characteristics and the corresponding sight occurrences 

the wave direction. Therefore we can infer that the east to west wave direction 

would help with the fishing, and the illegal fishermen are more active during 

this wave direction. 

Figures 4.1-c and 4.1-d show the relations of air temperature nd water tem

perature with the sights, respectively. We see from Figure 4.1-c that most of the 

observed illegal activities occurred when the air temperature was between 15 

and 30 Celsius, and when the water temperature was between 20 and 30 Celsius, 

with an interestingly/surprisingly low sight rate when the water temperature 

is 25 Celsius. 
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4.2.2 Moon phase analysis of sight occurrences 

In this subsection the relation between the sightings and the moon phase is in

vestigated. Moon phase is the portion of the moon that seen from Earth as the 

result of its circulation around Earth. Moon has 4 main phases; new moon, first 

quarter, third quarter and full moon. Moon phase also means the percent of the 

illuminated part of the Moon. The circulation period of the Moon is approx

imately 29.5 days [57] and illuminated percent changes continuously over the 

time. Here, daily illuminated percent of the Moon is calculated and compared 

with the sight occurrences in the corresponding day. The results are illustrated 

in Figure 4.4. The x-axis shows the illumination percentage of the moon. The 

results are interesting; Figure 4.4 has 3 peaks, the first is in the new moon phase, 

the second is in the semi-lunar phase and the third is in the full moon phase. 

These results may indicate the relationship between the catch rate of the red 

snapper and the moon phase. 
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Figure 4.4: Moon phase analysis of sight occurrences 

According to [55], the best time to fish is on rising and falling tides. Tides 

are related to moon phase, and [60] states that very high and very low tides are 

observed when the sun and moon are aligned. These are also called spring tides. 

When there is a new moon or full moon, spring tides occur which is reportedly 
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the best time to fish. It can be deduced from Figure 4.4 that Mexican fishermen 

consider the moon phase before they go fishing. 

4.2.3 Hour of the day trend of sight occurrences 

In this subsection, we identify the sight occurrence patterns throughout the 

hours of the day. It is aimed to identify which hours illegal activities are more 

likely to occur. Figure 4.5 illustrates number of sights based on hours of a day. 
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Figure 4.5: Hour of the day trend of sight occurrences from May 1, 2014 to April 
30,2015 

According to [55], the best fishing time of a day depends on the season. Fig

ure 4.6 illustrates the hour of the day trend of sightings by seasons. In the spring, 

the best time to fish is in the afternoon, between 1:00 pm and 5:00 pm, because 

fish are more likely to eat. Additionally in the spring, early morning, between 

6:00 am and 9:00 am, is not a good time to fish. There was no illegal activity 

observed in the early morning as shown by Figure 4.6-a. Fishermen are in sight 

during late morning, early afternoon and night. 
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Figure 4.6: Hours of the day trend of sight occurrences by seasons 

In the summer, sunset to early evening, between 5:00 pm and 9:00 is the 

best time to fish. Additionally, mid morning to afternoon, between 9:00 am and 

5:00 pm, is the worst time to fish in the summer. However, we observe from 

Figure 4.6-b that sight occurrences concentrate in the morning, between 6:00 am 

and 12:00 pm. In the fall, the best time to fish is between 12:00 pm and 6:00 pm. 

Illegal activities are observed in the morning and early afternoon in Figure 4.6-c. 

[55] does not provide any information about the best time to fish in the winter, 

so sight occurrences could not be evaluated. To see the overall effect of hour 

of the day on illegal activities, the number of sight occurrences are represented 

in Figure 7. Sight occurrence frequency is high in the morning and afternoon. 

However, this might also be a result of when the USCG patrols have the most 

presence in the area of interest. 
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4.3 Inference and Prediction Models 

4.3.1 Data preprocessing 

Before conducting any analysis, it is important to understand the data. The ag

gregated dataset has 8,760 observations where the target variable: (1) lancha 

has 95 positive (i.e., 1) and 8,665 negative (i.e., 0) cases (1.08% minority), (2) 

gear has 58 positive and 8,702 negative cases (0.66% minority), and (3) total has 

136 positive and 8,624 negative cases (1.55% minority). This indicates that the 

aggregated dataset is an imbalanced dataset and needs additional processing 

( called resampling) prior to developing any regression or classification models 

[61]. The literature proposes two ways for conducting resampling: oversam

pling (increasing the number of positive cases) and undersampling (reducing 

the number of negative cases). Creating regression or classification models for 

the aggregated dataset without performing resampling methods results in high 

prediction accuracy (e.g. 99%) on the test data. However, 100% of the correct 

predictions belong to negative cases. Meaning that, the models can only ac

curately predict the time when illegal fishery will not occur. The estimation 

accuracy of the positive cases is 0%. However, it is rather important to estimate 

when illegal fishery will take place (positive cases), so that the USCG can be 

present in the area on the right time to catch the violators. Thus, we apply re

sampling to the aggregated dataset to overcome this problem. Here, we face 

two questions: (1) Should we chose to apply oversampling or undersampling? 

and (2) At what rate should this resampling be performed? Undersampling is 

good for reducing the run time and storage, but can cause information loss. Due 

to the limited time of patrolling agents, the observations can only reflect the ac-
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tivities of the illegal fishermen during the patrol time. To correct the bias in the 

observed data, we use oversampling to expand the data. 

Note that the values of the target variables range from Oto 7, which may im

ply 8# of classes. However, since the USCG is more interested in the occurrence 

of illegal activity than the number of occurrences in a given time, we reduce the 

8 classes to 2 binary classes, e.g., 0 ~ 0, 1 ~ 1, 5 ~ 1. Moreover, we believe, 

having 2 classes is more convenient than having many in terms of inference and 

prediction modeling. 

4.3.2 Inference 

Here, we first perform a regression analysis before the oversampling. Figure 

4.7 illustrates the logistic regression analysis results for lancha, gear, and total 

sights, before the oversampling. Note that we choose 5% significance level for 

interpretation of the below results. 

(a) Regression Results for Lancha Sights (b) Regression Results for Gear Sights (c) Regression Results for Total Sights 
Coeffi cients Es t i mate St d. Er ro r z va l ue Pr(>l z l ) Coeffi cients Es t i mate St d. Error z val ue Pr (>l z l ) Coeffi cients Es t i mat e Std . Er ror z va l ue Pr (>l z l) 
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airTempe r at:ure - 0 . 054 0 . 0 53 -1. 026 0 . 305 airTe 11 pe r atur e 0 . 083 0 .108 0 . 771 0 . 441 airTempe ra t ure - 0 . 020 0 .0 52 - 0 . 382 0 . 702 
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Figure 4.7: Logistic regression analysis results for lancha, gear, and total sights, 
before the oversampling. 

From Figure 4.7 (a), we see that the coefficients of waveHeight and intercept 

are significant (p > 0.05). The waveHeight influences the Lancha Sights nega

tively. Figure 4.7 (b) shows that only the coefficient of waveHeight is signifi

cant (p > 0.05), and waveHeight positively influences the Gear Sights. For Total 
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Sights, as shown in Figure 4.7 (c), similarly to the Lancha Sights, the coefficients 

of waveHeight and intercept are significant (p > 0.05). 

Now we perform the same analysis for oversampled data. Figure 4.8 illus

trates the logistic regression analysis results for lancha, gear, and total sights, 

after the oversampling. 

(a) Regression Results for Lancha Sights (b) Regression Results for Gear Sights (c) Regression Results for Total Sights 
(after oversampling) (after oversampling) (after oversampling) 
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wat erTemperature 0. 1 10 0.043 2.556 0.011 wat erTen-.,e rature - 0.170 0.086 - 1.965 0 . 049 wat erTen-.,e r a t ure 0.010 0.039 0.269 0 . 788 
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0.083 0.029 2.855 0.004 - 0.032 0.044 - 0 . 729 0 . 466 0.003 0.024 0.135 0. 892 

Figure 4.8: Logistic regression analysis results for lancha, gear, and total sights, 
after the oversampling. 

From Figure 4.8 ( a), we see that the coefficients of waveHeight, meanWave Di

rection, airTemperature, waterTemperature, fog, moonPhase are significant (p > 0.05). 

Among these variables, the meanWaveDirection, waterTemperature, and moon

Phase influence the Lancha Sights negatively, and the waveHeight, airTemper

ature, fog influence the Lancha Sights positively. Figure 4.8 (b) shows that the 

coefficients of waveHeight, airTemperature, waterTemperature, rain, fog, and 

storm are significant (p > 0.05). The Gear Sights are positively influenced by 

airTemperature, rain, and negatively influenced by waveHeight, waterTemper

ature, fog, and storm. For Total Sights, as shown in Figure 4.8 (c), the coefficient 

of waveHeight, meanWave Direction, and fog are significant (p > 0.05). We con

clude from Figures 4.7 and 4.8 that the waveHeight has a significant relationship 

to the observed Lancha/Gear Sights. 
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4.3.3 Prediction 

Here, we use two methods for prediction: (1) binary logistic regression, and (2) 

k-nearest neighbors (kNN). Three prediction models are developed for lancha, 

gear, and total, respectively. We define the prediction principles below: 

• The train (80%) and test (20%) sets are created. 

• The train dataset is oversampled using SMOTE function in R language 

(minority class is quintupled). 

• For the binary logistic regression, a regression model is developed using 

the train dataset. 

• For the kNN; the best k value of the model is calculated that gives the low

est error. 

• Then using the models, incursion predictions are made on the test dataset. 

• Finally, predictions and test dataset values are compared. If a positive case 

(illegal activity occurs) is correctly predicted, then it is recorded as success. 

Since oversampling is a random process, the above steps are repeated 50 

times to get stable results. Then, success rates (average of recoded successes ob

tained from the above procedure) are calculated for each lancha, gear, and total 

dataset and for each method. The success rate of a model means that the model 

can correctly predict a certain portion of positive cases of the test datasets. For 

instance, if the test dataset has 100 positive cases and the model correctly pre

dicts 40 of them, then it means the success rate of the model is 40%. In Figure 
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4.9, we present the best regression models (those which gives the highest suc

cess rates) for each lancha, gear, and total sights and provide success rates of 

regression and kNN models. 

(a ) The Best Regression Model and Success Rates of (a) The Best Regression Mode l and Success Rates of (a) The Best Regression Model and Success Rates of 
Regression and kNN Models for Lancha Sights Regression and kNN Models for Gear Sights Regression and kNN Models for Total Sights 
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Figure 4.9: The best regression models and success rates of regression and kNN 
models for lancha, gear, and total sights 

4.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we study the illegal fishery behavior in the Gulf of Mexico based 

on a one-year data set of lancha and gear sights. The weather data obtained 

from NOAA website. We built binary logistic regression and k-nearest neigh

bors models for the lancha and gear sights, as well as for the total data, using 

weather and moon phase data as the predictor variables. First, we perform a de

scriptive analyzes to reveal any observable relation between sight occurrences 

and environmental conditions. In terms of the moon phase, there are 3 peaks, 

the first is in the new moon, second is in the semi-lunar and third is the full 

moon, which indicates the relationship between the catch rate of the fish and 

the moon phase, as well as the height of tides. The best fishing time in a day 

depends on the season. We analyze the sight numbers for different seasons. 

In general, there is a significant increase in number of sights in the morning 

hours, which is consistent with the known fact that fishery activities are heavier 
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in the mornings. Then, we develop inference models using logistic regression. 

The models indicate that wave height is negatively correlated with sight occur

rences. However, we did not find any other significant correlations between the 

lancha/gear/total sights data or the other environmental factors. This may be 

attributed to many reasons, such as (1) the data provided is not enough to cap

ture the overall behavior of the illegal fishery; (2) other environmental factors, 

such as visibility, cloudy sky, rain, storm, etc., might be more significant than 

factors used in the analysis, and (3) the regression analysis might be misguided 

by undetected activities. In terms of the behavior uncertainty, the reasons may 

also be (4) the illegal fishery is irrational and non-strategic, meaning the fisher

men just behave randomly; or (5) the illegal fishery is rational and strategic, they 

observe the patrol methods and act adaptively as a result. Finally, we develop 

prediction models using logistic regression and k-nearest neighbor algorithm. 

The prediction results show that k-nearest neighbor algorithm performs better 

in terms of predicting sight occurrences. 



Information Sharing in 

Cybersecurity: A Review 

In this chapter, we review the cybersecurity information sharing literature, cat

egorizing the identified papers based on their main focus and methodological 

approaches implemented to the cybersecurity information sharing problem. We 

constitute our research framework on the major considerations of firms, gov

ernments, citizens, and adversaries. This includes actors involved, types of in

formation to be shared, current legal baseline, information sharing organiza

tions/policies/architectures, benefits of sharing, and concerns/costs/barriers 

of sharing. We observe that both qualitative and quantitative approaches im

plemented in the literature. In general, qualitative approaches have dedicated 

to discuss the challenges and barriers of public/private collaboration in infor

mation sharing such as privacy and liability, and to propose secure and effective 

sharing mechanisms. On the other hand, quantitative approaches have been 

more interested in developing models that balance cybersecurity investment 

and information sharing, as well as provide effective incentive mechanisms. 
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This review summarizes the academic efforts in cybersecurity information shar

ing by analyzing 82 identified papers with their methodological approaches. 

The papers use game-theoretical models are dominant in the literature, as we 

spend more time for summarizing those efforts. We conclude the review by 

providing potential research gaps and future research directions. 

5.1 Review Methodology and Descriptive Statistics 

Our review methodology follows the below four steps: 

(i) Identify 'cybersecurity information sharing' literature following PRISMA (Pre

ferred Reporting Items of Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) and 

snowball approaches. 

(ii) Categorize the literature based on their ascertained main focus and method

ological approaches implemented. 

(iii) Reveal the "hows", "whys" and "whats" of cybersecurity information shar

ing by making use of the literature's main focuses. 

(iv) Survey the research contributions based on methodological approaches 

that applied to handle the problem. 

Note that we will refer "cybersecurity information sharing" as CIS in the rest 

of the chapter. 
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5.1.1 Literature collection methodology 

Our literature search was performed in the Science Direct, Mendeley, and IEEE 

Xplore Digital Library databases, searching for studies about CIS, without a date 

restriction. For the search, we used the below keywords anywhere in the text: 

- 'cyber security', 'cyber-security', 'cybersecurity', 'information sharing', 'knowl

edge sharing', 'information disclosure', 'knowledge disclosure'. 

The above search yielded thousands of papers between years 1940 and 2018. 

After removing the duplicates, we completed our search with 1022 papers. We 

observed that, there is a great number of studies published in 'cybersecurity' 

literature, however 'cybersecurity information sharing' is only a small subset of 

that universe. Thus, we applied a manual screening on 1022 papers and elim

inated the irrelevant ones, which resulted in only 72 papers. We intended to 

be as exhaustive as possible in our deciphering to capture all relevant papers. 

The selected papers were then used to detect other relevant studies (snowball 

approach), which finalized the identification of relevant literature (RL) with a 

collective total of 82 papers. It should be noted that snowball literature re

view can be considered a systematic literature review methodology according 

to PRISMA, a structured systematic review framework by which this chapter 

is guided. "[Literature] searches may be complicated and iterative according 

to [62]. Iterative perfectly characterizes the snowball methodology employed. 

Since the topic of cybersecurity is fairly modern in study, snowballing can cap

ture a complete account for the work already completed on this topic. Further 

description of the methodology is contained in [63]. 
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5.1.2 Overview and descriptive statistics 

Our search and manual screening resulted in a total of 82 papers (as we refer RL) 

published between 2003 and 2018. This is an indicator of that the CIS literature is 

relatively new. Before providing any descriptive statistics on RL, we categorize 

it based on the main focus and methodological approaches implemented. For 

each reviewed paper, the main focus and the methodological approach were 

identified and put into two separate lists. Then, after carefully working on the 

lists, we revised them if needed and finalized categorization process. Note that, 

while the main focus list (provided in Table 5.2) may have more than one paper 

for each category, the methodology list is mutually exclusive on the RL. 

Review on the RL showed that there are four main approaches implemented 

on CIS problems. The first approach, as we refer technical/conceptual, proposes 

developing decision support tools to automate secure and effective information 

sharing. These studies are dedicated to design sharing platforms by building ro

bust frameworks (when, how, and what to share) with computer software sup

port. Next, the second approach, as we refer policy making, discusses legal issues 

(e.g., liability, privacy) of sharing cybersecurity information and proposes poli

cies on how to carry out sharing without violating the civil rights. There studies 

are dedicated to bring the challenges and barriers of sharing up for discussion. 

Here, note that, since game-theoretical models dominate the other analytical ap

proaches in CIS literature, we generated two separate categories for the analyti

cal models. Additionally, the third approach, as we refer other analytical, imple

ments mathematical models other that game theory (e.g., data analysis, decision 

trees) to develop models to analyze the sharing behaviors of stakeholders. Fi

nally, the fourth approach, as we refer game theory, develops game-theoretical 
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models that optimally balance CIS and other considerations (e.g., investment, 

cyber-attack risk, privacy). Table 5.1 summarizes the number of papers for each 

publication type (e.g., journal, conference) and methodology applied. 

Table 5.1: Number of publications based on the type and methodological ap
proach implemented. 

Methodology 
Game Technical/ Policy Other Total 

Theory Conceptual Making Analytical #of Pub. 
Journal Article 14 10 12 4 40 

IJ.) 

t Conference Proceedings 
Institutional Report 

17 
1 

13 
2 

1 
4 

2 33 
7 

Book Chapter 1 1 2 
Total #of Pub. 33 25 18 6 82 

The RL, a total of 82 papers, is distributed as follows: 40 papers (49%) in 

journals, 33 papers (40%) in conference, 7 papers (9%) in institutional reports, 

and 2 papers (2%) in book chapters. Regarding methodology: 33 papers ( 40%) 

used game theory, 25 papers (31%) used technical/conceptual, 18 papers (22%) 

used policy making, and 6 papers (7%) used other analytical approaches. 
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Figure 5.1: Number of published papers from 2003 to 2018 by each methodology 
type. 
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To help better understand the research methodology implemented on the RL 

during the 2003-2018 period, Figure 5.1 plots the number of papers published 

by each methodology type during the recent 15-year period. Note first that, 

the number of published papers has significantly increased after 2013, in which 

year the Executive Order 13636 [64] was signed. There is a clear upward trend 

in the number of published papers use game-theoretical models. The number of 

policy making papers hit peak in 2015, in which year the Executive Order 13691 

[65] was signed. The technical/conceptual papers has thoroughly published 

after year 2012. 
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Figure 5.2: Number of word counts in 82 papers; top 5 words are information, 
cybersecurity, sharing, firm/ org., and attack. 

Figure 5.2 shows the word counts of the RL. As expected, 'information', 'cy

bersecurity', and'sharing' are the top word counts, followed by firm/ organization, 

attack, investment, etc. This figure may provide some insights on the com

mon/general considerations of the CIS literature. We also provide the number 

of papers published by each main focus and methodology type of the publica

tions in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: Number of publications for each publication focus and type 

Publication Methodology Type 

Game Technical/ Policy Other
Publication Focus 

Theory Conceptual Making Analytical 
Sharing Mechanism 22 7 3 
Incentive Mechanism 9 1 
Public/Private Collaboration 8 15 2 
Automation of Information Sharing 12 
Balancing Investment and Information Sharing 15 1 
Balancing Cyber Risk and Information Sharing 5 
Balancing Privacy and Information Sharing 1 
Information Sharing among Hackers 5 1 1 
Barriers/ Incentives 1 5 
Mandatory Information Sharing 1 1 
Voluntary Information Sharing 1 
Privacy Concerns 2 3 
Trust Relationships 1 1 1 
Information Sharing on Cloud 1 
Behavioral Information Sharing Governance 1 

Main focus of the papers densifies on sharing and incentive mechanism, 

public/private collaboration, automation, and balancing investment and infor

mation sharing. Studies used game-theoretical models emphasized more on 

'balancing investment/cyber-risk/privacy and information sharing'. In addi

tion, information sharing among attackers also investigated with these models. 

Technical/conceptual papers focused more on developing sharing mechanisms, 

automation of information sharing and public/private collaboration. Policy 

making studies spent more effort on research for improving public/private col

laboration and proposing legitimate information sharing. Studies used other 

analytical models constructed sharing mechanisms and proposed more effec

tive public/private collaboration. 
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5.2 Cybersecurity Information Sharing 

The necessity and benefits of information sharing towards strong and resistant 

cybersecurity are widely accepted by all stakeholders, including commercial 

and non-commercial organizations, governmental agencies, and even private 

citizens. However, it is also acknowledged that it brings along serious risks and 

concerns for firms and citizens. As such in organizational information sharing, 

trust is one of the biggest barriers. Cybersecurity information sharing literature 

has spent significant efforts to address the issues and develop tools to determine 

the best practices of sharing in order to balance benefits and costs using both 

qualitative and quantitative methods. Here, our goal is to summarize "hows", 

"whys" and "whats" of CIS. 

5.2.1 Concept of information sharing 

One short and clear definition of information sharing is "one-to-one" exchanges 

of data between a sender and receiver" [66]. Information sharing has a long 

history in academic literature. When searching 'information sharing' in the 

databases, we first came across the term organizational information sharing, which 

stands for information (e.g., manufacturing process, cost, technology, demand 

forecast, etc.) sharing among firms to improve their production, sales and logis

tics operations. 

Supply chain management literature has many articles on the matter of orga

nizational information sharing. Considerations include product demand fore

casts [67], stock-levels [68], effective supply chain management [69], and risk 

sharing [70]. [71] studies developing mechanisms to prevent firms from free

riding and incentivizing them to share truthful as well as production quantity 
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information. Trust has been a significant concern in the information sharing 

domain. Therefore, some researchers [72, 73, 74] have studied truthful sharing 

among organizations. 

5.2.2 Actors involved 

The literature considers two major actors of CIS: One is the camp that is the 

target and exposed to cyber-attacks, as we refer to them as "defenders" in this 

chapter, and the other one is the camp that conducts cyber-attacks against de

fenders, referred to as "attackers." 

1. Defenders: Composed of federal government (public) agencies and private 

firms. Intuitively, three information sharing forms could be considered: 

public-public, private-private, and public-private. Most of the issues arise 

from private-involved partnerships and relations. For example, what and 

with whom to share with are mostly determined by laws and regulations 

in the public sector. The major concern of the public sector is privacy and 

civil liberty violations, and the resulting public indignation. The situation 

is much more complicated from the private sector's point of view, where 

liability and economical concerns arise. Note that citizens are considered 

to be a type of cyber-attack victim, not an information sharing stakeholder. 

In fact, citizens do not approve information sharing activities among the 

government or firms due to civil liberty and privacy concerns. 

2. Attackers: Composed of hackers with different types of objectives, motiva

tions and sophistication levels. [75] groups the cyber-adversaries into five 

main categories from the most threatening to the least threatening. These 

categories includes: state-sponsored hackers, terrorists, industrial spies, 
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hacktivists, and hackers. The major barrier against information sharing 

among attackers is their perceived competition on the conflict of interests, 

financial gains, and reputation. 

In the following sections, we detail the current CIS structures of the defend

ers and attackers, separately. 

5.2.3 Types of information to be shared 

What type of information is desired to be shared? [76] indicates two types: 

cyber-threat indicators and defensive measures. The distinction of this two ma

jor types is whether they possess high risk to privacy and market value of the 

sharing organization. In Figure 5.3, we combine this classification with [77]. 

Types of Cybersecurity Information 

Cyber-threat Indicators Defensive MeasuresII ============== Best Strategic
Incidents Vulnerabilities Threats Mitigations Situational 

awareness practices analysis 

Figure 5.3: Cybersecurity information types to be shared. 

Cyber-threat indicators include: incidents (details of a cyber-attack), vulner

abilities (weaknesses that can be exploited), and threats (potential serious is

sues). This type of information may cause disclosure of some critical knowledge 

of the organization which can harm its reputation and reduce market value. 

Defensive measures include: mitigations (precautions for future attacks), situ

ational awareness (information to handle an incident), best practices (informa

tion on best actions against attacks), and strategic analysis (utilizing informa-
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tion to develop effective defensive measures). This type of information typically 

does not possess high risk to the organization. 

In addition, [78] introduces two major types of information. The first type is 

technical threat indicators which possess low risk to privacy and to the firm's 

market value. These include IP addresses, data strings, file hashes, adversary 

strategies, and techniques. The second type is the contextual threat intelligence, 

which could cause privacy violations and economical damage when shared. 

These include exploit targets, incident details, and counter-measures. 

5.2.4 Current sharing structure among defenders 

5.2.4.1 Current legal baseline 

The role of the government in cybersecurity has been discussed for years. The 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) [79] has significantly influenced the volun

tary information sharing of commercial organizations, even though the act does 

not explicitly regulate the organizations to do so. According to [80], voluntary 

information sharing doubled two years after the SOX was initiated. In 2013, 

President Barrack Obama signed Executive Order 13636 [64], called Improving 

Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity. This order aimed to improve the coordi

nation among federal agencies and (voluntary) private owners of critical infras

tructure. [81] conducts an extensive overview on the executive order and draws 

attention to the fact that it does not promise liability protections for the private 

owners, which seems to be one of the biggest barriers against the sharing of in

formation with the federal agencies. Aside from the private sector's concerns 

about liability and reputation losses, information sharing and framework pro

visions had attracted public attention on the matter of privacy. 
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In 2014, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) released 

a guideline [82] on cyber-threat information sharing under the Federal Informa

tion Security Management Act (FISMA). This guideline uses FISMA as the legal 

baseline and describes what, when, and how to share cyber-threat information. 

It also warns the private sector to pay attention to legal issues such as privacy 

and liability, while still encouraging them to coordinate and share. 

In 2015, Congress passed the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act (CISA) 

[76]. The act authorizes private entities (e.g., private group, organization, com

mercial or non-profit entity) to monitor their information systems and to take 

countermeasures against cyber-attacks. More importantly, private entities are 

provided legal immunities against liability when they exchange cyber-threat in

formation voluntarily with other private entities or with the government under 

the CISA. This enabled sharing personal information that is not directly related 

to a cybersecurity threat. The act also allows the government to monitor the in

formation systems of private entities, aiming to protect them against unautho

rized access or acquisitions. Later on, the government released joint guidelines 

on how to share information under the act [83]. These guidelines suggest the 

removal of personal information both from "cyber-threat indicators" and "de

fensive measures." Apparently, the purpose of this suggestion is to reduce the 

likelihood of violating civil liberties by sharing personal data. However, private 

firms are still under the risk of sharing personal data [84]. 

Firms are vested with the legal bases and documented guidelines to share 

cybersecurity information with others or with the government under the act. 

However, neither the CISA nor the previous legislative efforts have completely 

eliminated the privacy and liability concerns, even though those legislative reg-
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ulations promise legal protections and institute effective actions against cyber

threats [85]. 

5.2.4.2 Sharing organizations, policies, and architectures 

Although main concerns are still alive, CIS activities are carried out mostly by 

government-initiated organizations. Before the CISA, the government had ini

tiated numerous information sharing programs [86], including National Cyber

security and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC), Cyber Information 

Sharing and Collaboration Program (CISCP), Enhanced Cybersecurity Services 

(ECS), Automated Indicator Sharing (AIS), Protected Critical Infrastructure In

formation (PCII) Program, Information Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISACs), 

and Information Sharing and Analysis Organizations (ISAOs). These programs 

are voluntary, and some of them encourage reporting of cyber-incidents directly 

to a central operation center. 

Among these, ISACs (the most well known organizations) are formed by 

critical infrastructure owners and operators to establish public-private partner

ships for sharing cyber-threat data and best practices. Note that ISACs are non

profit, member-driven, and sector-based organizations. This means that each 

sector (e.g., automotive, healthcare) forms a member-driven ISAC (e.g., auto

motive ISAC, healthcare ISAC) by concerning sector-specific needs, and desig

nating best practices. ISOC's are a similar organization to the ISACs, but they 

are not necessarily to be sector-specific. That is, any firm can decide to form an 

ISOC and work with the government to meet their needs. 

As an example of how information sharing organizations operate, we show 

how an ISAC works and how the government interferes in cyber-incidents. Fig-
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ure 5.4 illustrates some real world examples of information sharing among the 

government, an ISAC, and its members. 

(a ) Government intelligen ce (b) A member discovers su s picious (c ) Government intelligence detects 
detec t s s u s pic iou s activity activity su s piciou s activity 

ISAC ISAC ISAC 
------------ .. ------------ .... 

Member ::========::I": 
Fed eral Opera tion Fed eral Opera tion Fed eral Opera tion 
Agen cy Cen ter Agen cy Cen ter Agen cy Cente r 
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Figure 5.4: Real world examples of information sharing among the government, 
an ISAC, and its members. 

Figure 5.4a represents the case in which the government receives suspicious 

activity intelligence from an ISAC member's cyber-system, and informs the 

member to take necessary actions from an ISAC operation center to dissem

inate the intelligence to other members. Figure 5.4b shows the case where a 

ISAC member discovers suspicious activity in its systems and informs the op

eration center 1. The center suggests that the member contacts the government 

to get support. Once this is done, then, the government shares its intelligence 

on the incident with other members. Figure 5.4c illustrates the case where the 

government receives intelligence that one of the ISAC members has suspicious 

activity in its system. The government contacts the ISAC operation center to 

inform all members of any activity. Then, the operation center shares the infor

mation of the member that has suspicious activity with the government. Finally, 

government contacts the specific member to provide support. 

Note that even though ISACs are dedicated to providing safe, fair, and effec

tive information sharing mechanisms, the participation rates are underwhelm-

1For readers familiar with the usage of the word "cyber-operations" as in [87] please note 
that our usage of the word operations differs from the aforementioned term which alludes to 
those in an attacker role. Our usage of the word "operations center" refers to an administrative 
body that can connect all ISAC members when the need arises. 

1 
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mg. According to the U.S. State of Cybercrime Survey, only 25% participants 

were involved in ISACs in 2014 [88]. This is probably because the concerns and 

the risks still outweigh the benefits of sharing. Electric power, water, banking 

and financial sectors show more interest than others. 

Regarding information sharing policies, the literature argues two opposite 

options: voluntary and mandatory. As discussed earlier, the CISA is a volun

tary sharing policy and has drawn many negative reactions from both firms 

and citizens, however the implementation of a mandatory policy will attract 

even more anger. [89] points out the benefits of voluntary sharing and pro

vides guidelines that illustrates when, with whom, and what to share. On the 

contrary, [90] claims that voluntary information sharing will not work due to 

several concerns (privacy, trust, ineffective information, lack of government in

centive) from the firms and the citizens point of view. On the other hand, a 

mandatory sharing policy could cause public indignation and tension with re

gards to the Fourth Amendment. Moreover, firms that are mandated to share 

information might not venture to share and face the cost of penalties, rather 

than bearing the costs of sharing with the government. The above arguments 

could cause voluntary-based sharing to be criticized as ineffective. Therefore, 

[90] claims that a mandatory sharing policy would work better. This is due to 

the reason that mandating firms to share will remove the liability concerns that 

are imposed by voluntary-based sharing. Instead, government should mandate 

information security standards and impose liability for security breaches. This 

will lead to an increased level of security investments which will enhance cyber

defense capability. 

Now, we discuss the current information sharing architectures. [82] con

siders three sharing architectures: centralized, peer-to-peer, and hybrid. In 
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centralized sharing, information is gathered in the "hub" and then distributed 

to all members. While centralized architecture intuitively promises more col

lective benefits, it possesses higher risks of liability and information leakage. 

ISACs should be considered as centralized information sharing organizations. 

In peer-to-peer sharing, instead of sending information to the "hub", peers di

rectly communicate with each other. In these scenarios, the lack of hub structure 

reduces the risk of liability and information leakage. A downside of this lack of 

structure includes the limitation of a collective benefit. This architecture would 

be useful when peers deal with confidential and valuable data. Some particular 

sectors could be better off combining centralized and peer-to-peer architectures 

due to situation specific needs. 

5.2.4.3 Benefits of sharing 

The CIS literature, more or less, agrees that coordination and cooperation will 

help strengthen cyber-attack mitigation and response capabilities. Moreover, it 

will enhance collective knowledge and effective collaborations, allow for better 

understanding of threats and future risks, allow the identification of incentives 

for future attacks, increase the chance of detecting attacks, reduce cybersecurity 

investments, and analyze future investment strategies. We group these benefits 

under two main titles: (1) stronger cyber-attack resistance, and (2) lower secu

rity investment costs. The cyber-defense capability of an organization depends 

substantially on their current security investments and accumulated knowledge 

of adversary behavior over time. Apparently, receiving cyber-threat informa

tion from the government or sector will contribute to the latter one. Below, we 

detail the benefits of sharing in two major titles: 
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(1) Stronger cyber-attack resistance: [91] notes that cyber-attack targets (or vic

tims) have recognized that receiving and analyzing information improves com

puter security. The primary benefit of receiving information (in particular, cyber

threat indicators) is to better understand the attackers' behavior (e.g., intends, 

capabilities), predict their actions, and develop counter-actions. It is plausible 

to consider three phases of a cyber-attack: pre-attack, under-attack, and post

attack. Here, note that organizations may not even know which phase they 

are in. Initially, receiving information from others will raise awareness, which is 

crucial in terms of the covert nature of cyber-attacks. Awareness allows counter

actions, which will help mitigate the destruction and/or prepare against future 

attacks. [92] discusses the value of shared information, and how this informa

tion could be used to prevent future attacks. For example, Verizon, a telecom

munication company, shared breached information with the government and 

the sector, in which the company warned the government and the sector to take 

necessary actions to prevent similar attacks. 

(2) Lower security investment costs: [93] examines the advantages of shar

ing information between individuals from a biological evolution point of view. 

The study claims that: (1) information sharing (which will help individuals 

become more informed about the surrounding environment) will reduce mea

surement costs (i.e., the efforts to discover the environment) as the group size 

increases, and (2) the benefit of information sharing will not prevent individ

uals from acting independently (free-ride). Even though one could argue that 

(commercial/non-profit) organizations in the cybersecurity domain would be

have differently ( e.g., more rational) from biological organisms, pursuant to the 

above arguments, it is plausible to foresee that organizations would lower some 

of their costs by joining an information sharing network. Cybersecurity infor-
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mation sharing literature has many studies that investigate the relationship be

tween information sharing and security investments. [94, 91] argue that invest

ment and sharing are strategic complements. [95, 96] claim that information 

sharing will reduce the security investments in the existence of proper incen

tive mechanisms that prevent firms from free-riding. [97] studies the balance of 

sharing as well as investments among substitutive firms, while [98] performs a 

similar analysis for complementary firms. [99] claims that complementary firms 

has incentives to share information, which will reduce investment costs. 

Note that the benefits discussed above are significant only if organizations 

side with the collective action [77]. In other words, the effectiveness of informa

tion sharing becomes significant when the size of sharing network is sufficiently 

large. However, this might cause other issues such as trust and information 

leakage. In addition, [78] draws attention to the fact that organizations can ben

efit from shared information directly proportionate to their cyber-risk profiles. 

The intuition is the following: if an organization is very unlikely to be attacked, 

then extraneous cyber-attack information will be meaningless. Conversely, a 

high cyber-risk profile organization will benefit more from the shared informa

tion. 

5.2.4.4 Concerns of sharing 

There are many negative aspects of sharing from the firms' perspective. How

ever, from the government's point of view, concerns are limited compared to 

that of firms. The government shares cybersecurity threat information unless 

there is a law that strictly prevents them from doing so. Even so, the govern

ment has many concerns, which include creating promotive legislative regu

lations, constituting/executing trustworthy, reliable, effective, fair information 
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sharing platforms, and employing encouraging incentive mechanisms. In brief, 

the government's primary objective is to establish strong cyber-defense mecha

nisms to protect their own national security and critical infrastructures by pro

moting public-private corporation and coordination in terms of CIS. In this sec

tion, however, our primary objective is to investigate the concerns and costs 

of firms. However, they must note that some issues of firms, such as the pri

vacy and civil liberties, concern citizens as well. Firms will face the following 

risks/concerns/costs if they share cybersecurity information: privacy and civil 

liberties, liability, loss of customer trust, loss of reputation, attraction of more 

attacks, costs of information leakage, and sharing costs. 

Privacy and civil liberties: As [100] points out, the federal government's duty 

is to protect the citizens and critical infrastructures from cyber-attacks. For this 

purpose, the White House signed an executive order, which Congress passed as 

a bill. Both of the parties goal is to promote information sharing between public 

and private entities. The government has provided permission to the firms to 

monitor their information systems, which might make private data monitoring 

possible. The bill, CISA, authorizes firms to share cyber-threat information and 

defensive measures with other firms and the DHS. The CISA requires personal 

information removal prior to sharing. Nevertheless, the bill received negative 

reactions from citizens, via social movements [101, 102], advocates of civil lib

erties, and many large firms. Some researchers [103, 104] point out the decline 

of the citizen's trust in the government and studied the potential causes. [105] 

draws attention to why privacy and civil liberties are just as important as cy

bersecurity, while supporting the idea that information sharing will improve 

cyber-defense. [106] conducts interviews with Facebook users and shows that 

privacy concerns and information revelation are negatively correlated. [107] 
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points out the potential negative impacts of monitoring online user's traffic in 

the growing digital world. The study emphasizes the fact that collecting user's 

data without consent will cause constitutional issues. [108] notes that the CISA 

has been criticized because of weak privacy protections. The government has 

taken steps to prevent future privacy and civil liberty violations by releasing a 

guideline [83] for federal agencies that receive/use/disseminate shared infor

mation. This guideline requires the federal agencies to respect the minimum 

data principle and destroy personal information that identifies specific individ

uals. On the other hand, we note that under some circumstances [109], e.g., 

cyber-crime, firms are obliged to share information with government, and citi

zen(s) if necessary. 

Liability: Allowing the government to be involved in cybersecurity incidents 

poses inherent risks for firms. These risks include, but are not limited to, facing 

charges and disclosure of security breaches which will harm their reputation. 

Liability protections provided by the CISA could be seen as an "incentive" that 

would encourage the private sector [110]. Nevertheless, the promise of this legal 

immunity has not completely resolved the concerns. Due to this, (potential) 

liability still stands as a barrier against public-private partnership in CIS [111]. 

In fact, one major reason for the liability concerns is related to the trust between 

firms and federal agencies, which means that strong/warm bilateral relations 

will help firms be more comfortable with government involvement [112] and 

accelerate the sharing process. Therefore, the trust between firms and federal 

agencies play an important role. 

Loss of trust: Monitoring and/or sharing private data can cause firms to lose 

customer trust. This might cause customer attritions in the short term and rev

enue losses in the mid and long terms. This could be a big issue for particularly 
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large firms. [113] reports Apple's announcement against the CISA just before 

Congress passed the bill, which declares that: "We don't support the current 

CISA proposal. The trust of our customers means everything to us and we don't 

believe security should come at the expense of their privacy." 

Under this heading it is imperative to note loss of trust on a mass scale that 

results from when organizations that are traditionally defenders, slip into at

tacker roles. This conflict of sharing is evident in the National Security Agency 

(NSA). NSA is the National Manager for National Security Systems, meaning 

the organization serves in protecting classified information for military and in

telligence missions [114]. However, in 2008, NSA was granted the ability to 

monitor international phone calls, emails, and other electronic communications 

through the PISA Amendments Act. In 2013, it was shown by Edward Snow

den that massive amounts of data on Americans were in fact being collected 

and stored, much of which was outside of the premise of stopping terrorism 

abroad. International emails are continually scanned for keywords, and data is 

still collected by the agency, prolonging a loss of trust in a once-defender [115]. 

The NSA blurs the line between attacker and defender in cybersecurity, demon

strating a conflict, and an understandable loss of trust. For example, if compiled 

information is shared intentionally, it can be incriminating with out warranted 

cause and if shared unintentionally, for instance if hacked, it is dangerous to 

private citizens. 

Loss of reputation: Disclosing security breaches to the public forms one of the 

most significant aspects of information sharing costs. Announcing successful 

breaches would harm a firm's reputation and negatively effect its market value. 

[116] conducts an empirical work to study the economic losses of announcing 

successful security breaches to the public via media. The results show limited 
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evidence on stock market losses after disclosing security breaches. However, 

many negative impacts are observed after announcing breaches that have ac

cessed confidential data. [117] performs an event-study analysis to evaluate the 

impact of announcing security breaches on market value. The results indicate 

that internet security breach disclosures are negatively correlated with the mar

ket value. (sample) Breached firms have lost 2.1 % of their market values within 

two days of the disclosure. [118] develops a game-theoretical framework that 

analyzes the impact of government regulated information disclosure. Here, we 

call your attention to the fact that participating in an information sharing net

work or cooperating with federal agencies does not necessarily imply the dis

closure of security breaches to the public. Ironically, information sharing aims 

at not only reporting/disseminating security breaches, but also in indicating 

unsuccessful attempts and defensive measures. However, allowing the govern

ment to investigate cyber-systems or sharing cybersecurity information with 

others will increase the likelihood that breaches leak to the media. Again, trust 

plays an important role, [119] uses a game-theoretical approach to analyze the 

decision of whether or not to disclose information that could potentially pos

sess software vulnerabilities. Optimal conditions are provided when disclosure 

reaches social welfare. [120] conducts an empirical analysis to study the effects 

of reported cybersecurity incidents. [121] develops a principle-agent model to 

study economical aspects of mandatory information disclosures. 

Attracting more attacks: Intuitively, attackers follow the defender's actions as 

well as media (news, articles) to collect information such as announcing cyber

defense investment budgets, public-private collaboration, and security breach 

details that potentially possess weaknesses and vulnerabilities. We consider two 

outcomes of attackers information gathering: either deterrence or gaining lever-
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age. [122] studies the challenge of deterring cyber-attacks, and claims that at

tribution and asymmetry (the aspects of cyber-attacks) make deterrence almost 

impossible against sophisticated attackers. Undeterred attackers will make use 

of the gathered information (e.g., detecting new vulnerabilities, stop/disguise 

ongoing attacks) to launch more drastic attacks. In brief, when considered from 

this point of view, information sharing can mean disambiguating vulnerabilities 

to hackers, which can attract more attacks. 

Costs of information leakage: Intuitively, firms are reluctant to deliver informa

tion that has intellectual worth and will potentially provide advantages to rivals 

if shared. Even though cyber-threat information has no intellectual value for the 

rivals, it could be used to put the sharing firm into trouble by leaking informa

tion to media that could indicate illicit activity. This means that firms can face 

serious liability issues in the future because of sharing information. Therefore, 

firms would hesitate to share information, unless strong trustworthy relations 

exist among parties. Many researchers [94, 91, 118, 97, 123, 98, 124] consider this 

concern as a part of their solution concepts. 

Costs ofsharing operations: When a firm decides to join an information sharing 

network, unless the costs are subsidized by the government, it will face some 

monetary payment such as the membership fees [125] of information sharing or

ganizations, cybersecurity programs which include technological updates and 

investments, and administrative expenses such as labor and paperwork. [126] 

reports the unwillingness of some maritime firms to share information due to 

cost issues: "the House Homeland Security subcommittee on Border and Mar

itime Security cited a troubling trend: Maritime businesses are reluctant to re

port cybersecurity breaches and to spend money on cyber-programs that don't 
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generate revenues." It could be plausible for a firm to not participate in a sharing 

network that perceives lower cyber-attack risk. 

5.2.5 Current sharing structure among attackers 

As mentioned earlier, we consider five types of attackers from the most threaten

ing to the least threatening, which are: state-sponsored hackers, cyber-terrorists, 

industrial spies and criminal organizations, hacktivists, and hackers. Intuitively, 

we could expect more active information/knowledge sharing activities within 

each group. For instance, it is more plausible to see information exchange col

laborations among governmental level strategic partners, rather than government

hacktivists cooperation. The dynamics that play a role in attackers' information 

sharing differ from defenders. Exchanging information will help to gather more 

vulnerabilities and understand the defender's strategies [127, 124], whereas the 

major concern of sharing is the competition between each other for more finan

cial gain and, more importantly, reputation. 

Here, we deem that pointing out the risk/benefit asymmetry between de

fenders and attackers are significant. First, recall that information disclosure/ 

exchange activities could be observed by attackers, but not the other way around. 

That is, it is very unlikely that defenders could chase information flow among 

attackers due to the hidden nature of the hacker's behavior. The publicly dis

closed security breaches of the defenders could easily be exploited by the attack

ers to detect more vulnerabilities and redesign current/future attacks. In brief, 

attackers can exploit information sharing transactions of defenders, but not vice 

versa. Additionally, attackers could receive information from insiders which is 

becoming a very serious issue in cybersecurity [128]. 
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[129] considers five main objectives of hackers: political gain, desire for de

struction, financial gain, desire for challenges (self-aggrandizement), and leisure 

activities. Intuitively, these objectives sometimes (1) lead them to proceed by 

collaborative action, but sometimes (2) could cause conflict of interests. As (1) 

might stimulate hackers to exchange information, (2) might push them to be

have selfishly and this selfishness arises from rivalry stimulations. For exam

ple, this could be due to the competition for more financial gain, or the desire 

to be more recognized within the community. Hence, competition (if any) is 

the biggest barrier against information exchange among hackers. Intuitively, 

competition behavior would differ among groups. [130] discusses the motiva

tion behind the potential unwillingness of information exchange among hackers 

due to competition. [131] points out how the desire to gain reputation plays a 

significant role in the hackers' behavior. Though some researchers [132] asserts 

the contrary, secrecy is not a common behavior and community good comes first 

for hackers. Supporting this, [133] presents eagerness of information exchange 

among hackers by using collected data from a hacker forum where experienced 

hackers relay information to new hackers. [134] discusses the collective action 

behaviors of the hackers to keep themselves anonymous. 

In its conclusion, note that this section is noticeably shorter in length than the 

section presented on sharing structure among defenders. This is logical since 

sharing between attackers is secretive in nature [135]. 

5.2.6 Summary of CIS 

Figure 5.5 summarizes the relations between actors. This is the dynamics that 

have impacts on collaboration decisions, and the cost-benefit aspect of informa-
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tion sharing from the defender's (in particular, firms) point of view in the face 

of strategic attackers from different sophistication levels who impose cyber-risk. 
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Figure 5.5: The relations between actors, the dynamics that impact collaboration 
decisions, and the cost-benefit aspect of information sharing from defenders' 
perspective in the face of strategic attackers from different sophistication levels. 

Attackers threaten national security, critical infrastructure, and the economy 

of firms from small to large scales. Government develops legislative regula

tions, initiates and maintains CIS programs/platforms, and provides their own 

cyber-intelligence to interfere with cyber-incidents in order to help the private 

sector mitigate attacks. The efforts of the government can be seen as incentives 

for firms that encourage themselves to collaborate with the federal government 
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and other sector peers. When it comes to the firm's decision on whether or 

not to share cyber-incident information, the following considerations become 

prominent: government incentives, cyber-risk profile, collective action of pri

vate sector, trust in government and peers, and interdependence among peers. 

Here, trust in government reflects more particularly on liability and reputation 

concerns, whereas trust in other firms is pertinent to information leakage con

cerns. As [136, 137] point out, interdependence of firms is a critical factor for 

sharing decisions. In the case of sharing, firms will strengthen cyber-defense 

and lower investment costs, but bear the costs of sharing. On the other hand, 

not sharing will raise the risk of facing physical and intellectual property losses. 

5.3 Literature Approach to CIS 

5.3.1 Technical/ conceptual 

These papers compose 30% (25 papers) of the RL, and propose technical/conceptual 

frameworks, including decision support tools that promise secure, trustworthy, 

and effective information sharing among stakeholders. 

[138] develops BARAC, an access control model that balances benefits and 

risks of information sharing/disclosure. BARAC generates transaction graphs 

and allows sharing only if the benefits outweigh the risks. [139] develops CY

BEX (the Cybersecurity Information Exchange Framework) that aims to form a 

fair global information sharing platform. Here, fairness implies the equilibra

tion (i.e., making countries equal partners) of developing and developed coun

tries with respect to investments and sharing, which would encourage more to 

participate. [140] discusses international information sharing coordination, col-
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laboration, and standards. The study touches on the significance of a global 

information exchange framework. [141] proposes an information sharing ontol

ogy that standardizes and streamlines exchange platforms such as the CYBEX. 

[92] proposes CCSMM (Community Cyber Security Maturity Model) that 

promises practicable cyber-defense programs in which information sharing is 

an essential component of the CCSMM. [142] develops a framework that bal

ances effective collaborative intrusion detection with privacy and scalability. 

[143] investigates the four aspects of collaborative cyber-defense to explore ways 

to promote information sharing: incentives and barriers, collaborative risk man

agement and information value perception, procedural methods, and automa

tion. [144] proposes a method to measure the effectiveness of CIS by using some 

set of metrics. [145] proposes a decision support framework that guides firms 

with whom, when, what, and how to share cyber-threat data. 

[123] develops the Cyber Security Data Exchange and Collaboration Infras

tructure (CDXI) that aims to promote automated sharing while keeping the effi

ciency and effectiveness of shared information above the standards. [146] sug

gests high-level (operational) information sharing for global collaborations and 

this proposed sharing ontology promises standardized information exchange 

prototypes. [147] builds a taxonomy that reviews existing information exchange 

(in particular, automation) technologies, while [148] conducts a review on infor

mation exchange automation. 

[149] studies the effects of cyber-threat sharing on the situational awareness 

of organizations by developing an incident clustering model and a system ar

chitecture. [77] shows how trust established between public and private stake

holders can have the snowball effect on collective action and supports this with 

a case study. [78] emphasizes the collective benefit from sharing cyber-threat 
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data in the matter of reducing duplicate efforts. [133] examines information 

sharing behavior of hackers and classify them by their pattern and behaviors. 

The classification is as follows: from most knowledgeable to least experienced; 

guru hackers, casual hackers, learning hackers, and novice hackers. 

[150] draws the big picture of collaborative defense through information 

sharing and highlights the significance of standardization on sharing platforms. 

[151] is the only study in the RL that incorporates big data into the CIS problem. 

Its preliminary results indicate that semantic information is important for en

hancing collaborative and automated sharing platforms. It is well known that 

the academic and industrial interest in big data is growing. In this regard, this 

paper, since it is published in 2016, could be an indication of an emergent trend 

in CIS literature. 

[152] extend CYBEX by adding access control feature (generates encrypted 

keys for users), which promises more secure sharing platform for the users. 

[153] proposes a framework that incorporate cyber-intelligence, types of in

formation, and capabilities of the attacker. This framework offers a complete 

perspective for cyber-threat information sharing. [154] develop a framework 

which provides an automated sharing mechanism. The collected cyber-threat 

data is utilized for risk analysis and threat actor profiling. Then, the auto

mated mechanism classifies threats, determines threat likelihood and identifies 

exposed properties, which, in the end, allows effective automated sharing. [155] 

introduces PRACIS (Privacy-preserving and aggregatable CIS), a framework for 

CIS networks which allows private data forwarding and aggregation. Experi

mental results show that PRACIS is easily affordable in real-world scenarios. 

[156] develops a CIS platform which promises to keep sharing organization's 

identity anonymous. This provides better privacy protection and thus encour-
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ages more sharing. [157] builds a mechanism that locate publicly available cy

bersecurity intelligence and link identified information to related parties who 

may need. This increases accessibility to relevant cybersecurity information 

with minimum effort. 

5.3.2 Policy making 

These papers compose 22% (18 papers) of the RL and study the lawfulness of 

public/private partnerships in CIS by examining the executive orders and the 

CISA. 

[158] emphasizes the need of policy reforms required to promote informa

tion sharing between public and private stakeholders. Renewed policy should 

determine mechanisms, rules, procedures, and incentives/disincentives, and 

realize the national security challenges that have emerged after 9 /11. The study 

also points out that the lack of experience in information exchange among the 

public and the private sector could cause trust and liability issues. [105] brings 

out the need for secrecy when disclosing (sharing) information. It is argued that 

generally, the attackers are not able to observe/learn the defenders' sources and 

methods. However, carelessly (digressing secrecy principles) shared informa

tion could give attackers the opportunity to learn critical information. 

[159] brings out the economical concerns that firms face after the SOX com

pliance. An economical model is proposed which reveals the firm's trade-off 

between capital investments and SOX compliance costs. We believe that this 

concern is still alive where firms have to deal with balancing security and capi

tal (or production) investments. The study also points out that SOX compliance 

has affected small firms more adversely than larger firms. 
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[108] is hopeful that the CISA will survive due to its voluntary approach and 

good intentions regarding liability and privacy concerns, even though it has 

attracted many negative reactions. [160] draws attention to the Fourth Amend-

ment restrictions on information sharing and discusses the advantages/disadvantages 

of voluntary and mandatory sharing policies, and concluding that voluntary 

policy is preferable in mandatory policy. [161] points out how cyber-attacks are 

becoming more personalized, which requires the sharing of specific data rather 

than entire threat data. This will ease privacy concerns. [90] claims that volun-

tary sharing policy will not work and that the government should mandate that 

firms invest in security and share cyber-threat information. 

[162, 163, 107, 164, 111] discuss privacy and trust concerns, and suggest that 

the government design trustworthy sharing platforms and develop more incen

tive mechanisms to the private sector. [165] studies the structure of a cybersecu

rity partnership between contractors and federal government. It is argued that 

to ensure effective information sharing, the government should not punish the 

contractor who shares breach information. [166] suggests a CIS model for the 

public health sector, which bases expert and collaborative data governance, de

centralized (i.e., peer-to-peer) and minimum sharing, de-identification (removal 

of personal data), and limitations on use. 

[167] emphasizes the legal immunities provided by the CISA to the private 

sector, and states that the government's promise of not announcing the shared 

information to the public will encourage firms to share. [168] points out that 

only 28% of cyber-attacks reported to the authorities in European Union (EU), 

where General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires companies to do 

so. The study draws attention to need for transparency in information sharing 

across EU, such that all parties benefit fairly from information sharing. 
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[169] provides a summary of information sharing efforts in the United States 

and discusses the importance of public/private information sharing organiza

tions. [170] discusses the major issues with CIS by presenting a case study in 

England. The study identifies three main absences still not addressed for secure 

and fair information sharing: (1) a complete agreement on whose (government, 

firms, or citizens) security is being addressed, (2) fair and equivalent sharing 

mechanisms, and (3) legibility that will makes the citizens feel secure. To over

come these issues, the paper recommends to form solid trust relationships with 

all concerned parties. 

5.3.3 Other analytical models 

These papers compose 7% (6 papers) of the RL and use analytical models other 

than game theory such as data and decision analysis. 

[171] investigates a firm's discrimination ability to detect normal users and 

hackers using optimal control theory. One of their results shows that it is not 

always beneficial for a hacker to disseminate knowledge to other hackers. 

Empirical studies on CIS have grown in demand in recent years. [172] inves

tigates the impacts of behavioral information security management on knowl

edge sharing. Data is gathered from the Swedish and the United States based 

companies. The results show that firm's risk appetite is critical for informa

tion sharing behavior. [173] conducts an empirical study for the U.K. small to 

medium sized enterprises (SMEs) to bring out critical factors of cyber-threat 

information sharing in the supply chain sector. Usefulness and willingness of 

sharing come to the forefront. 
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[96] develops an economic model and claims that information sharing re

duces the uncertainty related to a firm's security investments. This means that 

information sharing and counter-intuitively could prevent firms from under

investing in security. Interestingly, graph-based models are rare in the litera

ture. In fact, only one paper, [174], uses directed graphs, where vertices stand 

for members and edges represent relations. The formal model is based on two 

attributes: value of shared information and trust/reputation behavior of mem

bers. We foresee a potential research gap in graph-based models and social 

network analysis. [175] investigates new perspectives on information sharing 

centers such as ISAC and ISAOs through a decision-theoretic approach. A de

tailed cost-benefit analysis of information sharing is also provided in the study. 

5.3.4 Game theory 

These papers compose 40% (33 papers) of the RL and study balancing cyber

investment/cyber-risk/privacy and information sharing, as well as provide sug

gestions for incentive mechanisms to boost effective sharing. Since, papers use 

game-theoretical models compose a significant part of the RL, unlike the previ

ous analysis we will deeply investigate them. 

[95], an extension of Gordon-Loeb information security investment model 

[176], studies the trade-off between firm's optimal cybersecurity investment 

and the information sharing levels. This work has significantly influenced later 

studies in this literature. The basic model deploys a game-theoretical formula

tion where two firms, whom are both members of a security-based information 

sharing organization (SB/ISOs), simultaneously decide the levels of security in

vestment. The cost functions of the firms are composed of two components: 
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(1) expected loss from security breaches and (2) security investment cost. The 

expected loss function of a firm, say firm i, has two components as well: the 

security breach probability, pi ( Xi, XjSj) , and loss of a security breach, Li. Then, 

the resulting optimization problem of firm i is given as follows: 

~in pi ( Xi, XjSj) Li + Xi 
1 

where xi, Xj 2: 0 represent the security investment decisions of firms and Sj E 

[O, 1] stands for the information sharing rate of firm j and is exogenously pro

vided. Therefore, each firm will determine its security investment level consid

ering the information sharing tendency of the other member(s) of the SA/ISO. 

Later, the model is extended to have information sharing rate, s, which is reg

ulated by the SA/ISO administration (the social planner). The most interesting 

finding is that security investment and information sharing behave as the strate

gic complements. 

Another important contribution in this area is provided by [94, 91]. Their 

studies also support the above claim that security investment and informa

tion sharing are the strategic complements in equilibrium. Different from [95], 

they incorporate information leakage cost into the investment-sharing problem 

which also represents trust relations. The authors point out that the benefits of 

sharing increases with the size of firms and in competitive industries. 

[136] develops a game-theoretical framework to study the effects of income, 

interdependence and substitution for security investment decisions, but leaves 

information sharing discussion to [97]. The noteworthy contributions of the 

first study include incorporating attackers into the game model, using contest 

success (rather than damage) functions, and considering n homogeneous firms. 
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The latter work introduces a social planner (e.g., ISAC administration) that con

trols the firm's investment and information sharing levels. However, firms re

serve the right to free-ride. The attacker decides on the magnitude of the attack. 

Analytical solutions are provided for simultaneous and two period games. The 

results show that the social planner regulates more moderate levels of invest

ing and sharing in a two period game, which implies that the attacker gains 

advantages in two period games. 

[177] discusses trust issues in assured information sharing context. In partic

ular, dishonesty is considered due to the trust concerns of the firms. They exam

ine what incentives are behind the dishonest disclosure in a two player simul

taneous game setting. [178] approaches to cybersecurity information problem 

from a different perspective. The study develops game models that investigate 

nations' decisions on whether to share vulnerability information with relevant 

vendors or to keep the intelligence secret to conduct cyber-attacks to the adver

sary. Results show that, under certain conditions, some nations may choose to 

use the intelligence for attack purposes. [99] performs a similar study to [97] 

with a sequential game setting, where the social planner moves first by convey

ing the investment and sharing recommendations. Then, the firms determine 

investment and sharing policies. In conclusion, it is pointed out that informa

tion sharing prevents over-investments. 

[179] designs an incentive mechanism by adopting a repeated game model 

which analyzes how similarity of firms, isolation period, discount factor, and 

proportion of rational firms affect this mechanism. [180, 181] investigate firms' 

security investment behaviors in the face of information sharing hackers by us

ing the game-theoretical models (i.e., differential games). The key finds are as 

follows: hackers increase attack effort in simultaneous games, whereas firms in-
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vest more in sequential games. In equilibrium, information exchange may not 

necessarily militate in favor of hackers. 

[98] tackles the security investment and sharing problem for complementary 

firms. The modeling approach shows many similarities with [97], but prefers to 

use breach probability (rather than contest success) function. [182], an extension 

of [98], proposes an alternative functional form for security breach probability 

for the same problem. [183] deploys a two stage Bayesian game where compet

ing firms initially determine the investment level, and then decide how much 

to share. 

[184, 125, 185] consider the social planner's role in cyber-threat information 

sharing in a knowledge exchange network which is called CYBEX. The note

worthy contributions of these are as follows: heterogeneous N firm sharing net

work, reputation (market value) loss function, participation (i.e., membership) 

fee to the network, and increased cyber-attack risk with shared information. 

However, the extensive forms of the reputation function is not provided. They 

both consider simultaneous and evolutionary game models. [186] studies the 

interactions of a public cloud users on investing for vulnerability discovery and 

sharing those detected vulnerabilities using a two-player game model. One of 

their results show that users have an inherent incentive to invest in vulnerabil

ity detection to remain secured, however sharing decision depends on the cost 

associated with it. [121] investigates the security investment decisions of firms 

that are mandated to share information with authorities. The model suggests 

over-investing in security detection and under-investing in breach prevention 

systems. However, it is noted that different suggestions will apply depending 

on the sharing regulations. 
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[124] fills an important gap in the literature by integrating information ex

change among the attackers. The author's previous studies have focused on 

defender-attacker interactions in the decision process. However, the collabora

tion of attackers has been ignored. We believe that more efforts are needed to 

fully integrate attackers' sharing interactions into the CIS. This will help to de

ploy a comprehensive framework for improved cyber-resilience. [187, 188] de

velop repeated game models to study information sharing dynamics, in particu

lar, incentives among N symmetric firms. The study shows how publicly known 

reputation profiles of firms affect information sharing agreements. [189] inves

tigates organizations' CIS behavior in a collaborative environment and conduct 

simulation experiments to test the model for different attack and risk scenarios. 

[190] includes privacy component of the organizations in CIS system using 

a dynamic game model. [191], for the first time, applies coalitional game theory 

to a CIS problem. In the model, organizations share the total benefit collected 

from shared information within the network. The model promises to allocate 

the total benefit fairly between large and small organizations. [192] develops an 

iterative CIS game that implements genetic algorithm for generating best shar

ing strategies for the organizations in CYBEX. The simulation results indicate 

that evolving strategies outperform random and Tit-For-Tat strategies in terms 

of payoffs. 

[193] develops a differential game model which optimally balances cyberse

curity investment and information sharing under privacy consideration. In the 

model, sharing decision is defined as a continuous variable. Social optima con

ditions are investigated. [194] applies Nash bargaining theory to CIS problem 

for retail sector firms and provide optimal solutions for real parameters. 
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[195] incorporates cyber-insurance into CIS model and analyze the benefits 

and importance in the current cyber-warfare. [196] develops a multi-layer se

quential game model where organizations, adversary and insurer are the play

ers. Challenges organizations will face is the balancing of cybersecurity invest

ment, information sharing, and cyber-insurance. 

[197] investigates information sharing among hackers. The results indicate 

that when the hackers are seeking more reputation, they are more likely to share 

information with each other. In addition, a hacker changes its decision from at

tack to information sharing if attack is costly. [197] develops a four period game 

model between two firms and two hackers where the firms are interdependent 

and the hackers share information each other. An interesting result is that when 

a hacker is deterred, the other hacker chooses not to share information. 

[198] introduces iShare, an information sharing framework, which provides 

enhanced privacy protection for sharing organizations. The study represent CIS 

behavior of the organizations for different attacker's expected impact using a 

Stackelberg game model. [199] develops a security game in a network where 

agents are determining their cybersecurity investment levels based on inter

dependency relations and information sharing behavior of the network. The 

study points out that low CIS levels in the network causes tendency to over

investments. 

5.3.4.1 Common notation and assumptions 

Table 5.3 summarizes the modeling considerations of the game-theoretical mod

els in CIS literature. 
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Table 5.3: Common notation used in the literature 

Notation Explanation 
Decision variables: 

security investment level/rate of firm i 
information sharing level/rate/decision of firm i 
attack magnitude 

Parameters: 
N number of firms in the system 

interdependence of firms 
security breach loss of firm i 
asset value of firm i 
security investment effectiveness of firm i 
information sharing effectiveness of firm i 

Functions: 
pi (Xi, X-i, S_i) security breach probability function 
hi (xi, si, x_i, s_i, T) contest success function 
gi(si,S-i) information leakage cost function 

Here, we provide the assumptions made by the literature for security breach 

probability, contest success, and information leakage functions. It is commonly 

assumed that firms are risk neutral agents [97, 200, 121, 124]. 

Security breach probability function: [182] notes: "the security breach proba

bility function is one of the most important factors to investigate the issue of 

information security." [95, 99, 182] agree on the following assumptions on the 

security breach probability function: 

aPt) a2 pi (.) aPt) a2Pt)
-- < 0, 2 > 0 -- < 0, 2 2 > 0 

dXi dXi dXj, Sj dXJ8j 

The above assumptions imply that the security breach probability function 

monotonically decreases with the aggregate defense, di = Xi + L x1s1. 

Contest success function: [97] proposes to use contest success functions in cy

bersecurity context and makes the following assumption: 
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The above implies that the contest success function monotonically increases 

with the aggregate defense, di(Xi, Si, X- i, s_i), and decreases with the attack ef

fort. 

Information leakage cost function: [91] proposes a functional form for informa

tion leakage in a two firm sharing model as follows: 

where ml > m2 + m3. Note that agi(-) > 0 agi(-) < 0 a 
2 
t(·) > 0 and a 

2 
t(·) < 0. 

'f' 'f' 'f' 5 i I 5 j I 52 I 52 
1 J 

This functional form is well-accepted by the later literature. 

5.3.4.2 Summary 

We summarize the CIS literature that uses game theory in Figure 5.4. Papers are 

investigated based on game-theoretical formulations: (1) players: organizations, 

social planner (regulator), and adversary, (2) moves: simultaneous and sequen

tial, (3) time: one-shot, two-stage, repeated, and evolutionary, (4) information 

of players: complete and incomplete, (5) number of sharing players (SPs): 2-

player and N-player, (6) decision variable: investment and sharing levels (C: 

continuous; 2: 0, R: rate; E [0, 1], and D: discrete; E {0, 1}). 

We extract the following remarks from Figure 5.4: (a) Recent studies has 

shown a tendency to develop game models with N-players in which situation 

firms form either homogeneous or heterogeneous populations. This has led 
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Table 5.4: Summary of the cybersecurity information sharing literature that uses 
game theory. 

Players Moves Time Info. 
#of 
SPs 

Decision 
Variable 

Papers 
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[95] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[94] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[91] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[97] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[177] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ D 
[178] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ D 
[99] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[179] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ R 
[180] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[181] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[98] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[183] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[184] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[125] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[186] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ D D 
[121] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[182] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[124] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[185] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[187] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ D 
[188] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ D 
[189] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ D 
[192] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ R 
[190] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[191] ✓ C* ✓ ✓ ✓ R 
[193] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[194] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[195] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[196] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[197] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[201] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C R 
[198] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ D 
[199] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C D 

C*: cooperative (coalitional) game. 
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researchers to build less complicated analytical models, e.g., avoiding the use 

of breach probability ( or contest success) and information leakage functions. (b) 

Recent papers has omitted the social planner player from their models. One 

reason of that may be the increasing complexity of the models with N-player 

structure. (c) We observe a lack of interest in incomplete information games in 

the literature which may indicate a potential research gap. 

5.4 Conclusion 

This study summarizes and analyzes the academic efforts on the cybersecurity 

information sharing (CIS) problem. We deploy a review framework on the as

certained main focus and scientific methodology of identified 82 papers. We 

identify four main methodology implemented in CIS literature, namely tech

nical/conceptual, policy making, game theory, and other analytical methods. 

Our review presents major considerations and perspectives of all the relevant 

parties of CIS. We observe that papers use game-theoretical models dominate 

CIS literature. 



~6_________________. 
Conclusion and Future Research 
Directions 

6.1 Conclusion 

In this dissertation, we study behavioral adaption of strategic applicants to ap

prover's screening policy in the face of congestion and risk in Chapter 3. We 

incorporate game theory and queuing theory to analyze abandonment behav

ior from the screening queue due to congestion in order to help the approver 

to apply better screening policies. Solution algorithms for the queuing model 

and sub-game perfect Nash Equilibrium (SPNE) are provided. To study nor

mal applicants' preferences during the US visa issuance process, we conduct a 

web-based survey and infer that abandonment behavior is critical for visa secu

rity screening procedures. We also provide useful statistics and insights on US 

visa issuance process such as waiting periods, submission tendency for given 

screening rate, patience time distribution of the normal applicants, the relation 

between average waiting time, and abandonment behavior. After solving SPNE 

numerically, we find that the existence of the abandonment behavior would 

significantly affect the approver's optimal strategy, and, hence, the applicants 
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revise their submission decision accordingly. Ignoring impatient applicant pop

ulations [1] can neglect to predict applicants' actual behavior, and, thus, can 

cause approver to apply non-optimal screening policies. In addition, we show 

that our model is better for reducing congestion in the security screening pro

cess, and yields as much utility as the old model. 

Then we study behavioral analysis of illegal fishery in the Gulf Of Mex

ico (Chapeter 4). We study the illegal fishery behavior in the Gulf of Mexico 

based on a one-year data set of historical sights. The weather data is obtained 

from NOAA website. We built binary logistic regression and k-nearest neigh

bors models for the lancha and gear sights, as well as for the total data, using 

weather and moon phase data as the predictor variables. First, we perform a de

scriptive analyzes to reveal any observable relation between sight occurrences 

and environmental conditions. In terms of the moon phase, there are 3 peaks, 

the first is in the new moon, second is in the semi-lunar and third is the full 

moon, which indicates the relationship between the catch rate of the fish and 

the moon phase, as well as the height of tides. The best fishing time in a day 

depends on the season. We analyze the sight numbers for different seasons. 

In general, there is a significant increase in number of sights in the morning 

hours, which is consistent with the known fact that fishery activities are heavier 

in the mornings. Then, we develop inference models using logistic regression. 

The models indicate that wave height is negatively correlated with sight occur

rences. However, we did not find any other significant correlations between the 

lancha/gear/total sights data or the other environmental factors. This may be 

attributed to many reasons, such as (1) the data provided is not enough to cap

ture the overall behavior of the illegal fishery; (2) other environmental factors, 

such as visibility, cloudy sky, rain, storm, etc., might be more significant than 
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factors used in the analysis, and (3) the regression analysis might be misguided 

by undetected activities. In terms of the behavior uncertainty, the reasons may 

also be (4) the illegal fishery is irrational and non-strategic, meaning the fisher

men just behave randomly; or (5) the illegal fishery is rational and strategic, they 

observe the patrol methods and act adaptively as a result. Finally, we develop 

prediction models using logistic regression and k-nearest neighbor algorithm. 

The prediction results show that k-nearest neighbor algorithm performs better 

in terms of predicting sight occurrences. 

Chapter 5 reviews the cybersecurity information sharing literature from both 

adversaries' and targets' perspectives. We summarize and analyze the academic 

efforts on the cybersecurity information sharing (CIS) problem. We deploy a 

review framework on the ascertained main focus and scientific methodology of 

identified 82 papers. We identify four main methodology implemented in CIS 

literature, namely technical/conceptual, policy making, game theory, and other 

analytical methods. Our review presents major considerations and perspectives 

of all the relevant parties of CIS. 

6.2 Future Research Directions 

There are various research directions that could be explored in the future. 

1. Future research directions of Chapter 3: 

(a) The model developed could be supported by more data and devel

oped in a more realistic way. We collect data only for the normal ap

plicants who hold certain types of US visas. For instance, F, J, and H 

visa holders participated in our survey; however, B type visas are the 
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most issued visa types in US consulates. To capture the main charac

teristics of US visa applicants, we could collect data from B type visa 

holders. 

(b) We assume that the queuing structure of security screening process is 

M/M/1/K-GPS. However, in practice US consulates may carry out 

the security screening with multiple servers. Moreover, Markovian 

service time is not always applicable. We could have assumed that 

the queuing system is M/G/c/K-GPS, which would be more elabo

rate modeling. 

(c) Chapter 3 assumes that the approver applies non-discriminatory pol

icy. We could investigate discriminatory screening policy as well, 

where applicants are screened based on their observable attributes 

and compare the two policies. 

(d) In We could consider an agent-based modeling approach where play

ers are assumed to be rational economic agents. An agent-based sim

ulation that is supported by a game theoretical model would better 

explain the game dynamics. 

2. Future research directions of Chapter 4: 

(a) More work can be done to create deeper insights. If we could have 

more data on the lancha/gear sights, the chance of a better fit regres

sion model will be higher. More data would allow us to perform an 

Artificial Neural Network analysis which is very effective for analyz

ing such problems. Time series models (autoregressive (AR) models), 

the integrated (I) models, the moving average (MA) models, as well 
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as autoregressive moving average (ARMA) and autoregressive inte

grated moving average (ARIMA) models could also be used to carry 

out the analysis. Then, statistical inference based on the historical 

lancha/sight data could be used to forecast the illegal fishery behav

ior. 

(b) This problem could be considered as a optimal multi-mission pa

trolling optimization. In this sense, the patroller may have various 

missions to carry out on the patrolling area and required to balance 

those missions. There are very few studies which consider multiple 

patrol missions while optimizing patrol routes and resources. Sur

prisingly, in contrast to the large amount of literature on patrol opti

mization with respect to scheduling and resource allocation, routing, 

and coordination, no resources could be found on multi-missions, de

spite the fact that any type of patrol agent is expected to have multiple 

missions/responsibilities. The missions can be broadly classified into 

two categories: strategic missions and non-strategic missions. The 

former addresses events involving human adversaries, and the latter 

address naturally occurring events such as natural disasters or acci

dents. Assuming the strategic interactions between the USCG patrol 

forces and violators as an attacker-defender game, a repeated game 

model could be developed. In this model, the patrolling area could 

be transformed to a grid-based network where (a) the patroller's aim 

is to present on sight to carry out strategic missions effectively, e.g., 

interdicting with the adversaries traversing on the grid, and to re

spond non-strategic missions quickly, e.g. emergency calls. (b) the 
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violator's goal is to traverse the nodes to collect maximum benefit 

without getting caught. The predictive model developed in Chapter 

3 could provide inputs for this optimization problem, e.g., the beliefs 

on the other players likelihood of appearance on a node at a given 

time. Bayesian update could be used to update the beliefs. The rout

ing optimization problems could be solved simultaneously in each 

round of the repeated game. The output of the model will provide 

optimal patrolling routes to the patroller considering multi-missions 

and strategic behavior of the violators. 

3. Future research directions of Chapter 5 as the result of reviewed academic 

efforts on cybersecurity information sharing problem: 

(a) Incorporating risk profiles: As [78] points out, firms have different cyber

risk profiles. Some firms may be under higher risk of being attacked 

than others due to the nature of the business they conduct. For in

stance, the finance and banking sectors may face greater cyber-attack 

risks than the manufacturing sector. Therefore, information shar

ing agreements should be designed by taking this fact into account. 

However, there is a significant research gap, particularly in quantita

tive literature on this aspect of information sharing. 

(b) Influence of cultural factors in sharing: In this paper, four main aspects 

of information sharing among defenders are selected for the analysis: 

current legal baseline, sharing organizations, policies, and architec

tures, benefits, and concerns. We acknowledge that other aspects of 

sharing between defenders can be added to the discussion. A study 
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of cultural influences that may persuade or dissuade defenders to 

share information will enrich literature on the topic. 

(c) Type of information to be shared: Information sharing literature points 

out two major attributes of shared information: the volume (or level) 

and the type. Conceptual/technical and policy making papers have 

focused on both type of attributes. However, we observe a lack of 

analytical (in particular game) models that study which type of infor

mation should be shared (with government and private sector) in the 

face of liability and information leakage concerns. 

(d) Coordinated/Collaborative defense against Coordinated/Collaborative attack 

in international level: Global conflicts create new alliances. The in

creasing tension between powers enforces them to be more collabo

rative and coordinated. This is true for both governmental level po

litical conflicts and industrial level global competitions. Therefore, 

a new understanding, and international level collaborations should 

be developed against global cyber-actors: collective cyber-defense 

through effective information sharing strategies. As noted earlier, 

many researchers have developed defensive frameworks against co

ordinated/distributed cyber-attacks [21, 22, 23, 202] in the past, how

ever, the current literature is insufficient to address the above con

cerns. 

(e) Deterrence with information sharing: Deterring adversaries from their 

physical attacks through optimal allocation of resources have been 

studied in the literature [203, 204]. However, this task is very difficult 

to accomplish in the cybersecurity domain. Attribution and asymme-
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try cause a challenge in deterring cyber-adversaries. The quantitative 

literature has mostly avoided this matter. Recall that [122] argues that 

it is almost impossible to deter state-sponsored hackers. Still, more 

work is needed to fully understand feasibleness and effectiveness of 

deterrence strategies, including information sharing. 

(f) Subsidizing information sharing: Many studies have emphasized the 

regulator role of the social planner ( e.g., ISAC administration, gov

ernment). However, the promotive role (providing financial incen

tives and subsidies) has been generally ignored. As [90] points out, 

firms worry about how they will finance information sharing efforts 

without any incentives and discuss two potential solutions: directly 

covering the costs of sharing efforts (i.e., subsidize) or providing fi

nancial support. [90] also relays the following quote from a senior 

administration official, "government-based incentives are really im

portant for us to pursue ... but at the end of the day, it's the market 

that's got to drive the business case for the cybersecurity framework." 

This remark implies that government incentives are incredibly im

portant when discussing cybersecurity issues. The issue increasing 

cyber-threats already incentivize firms to share which help conclude 

that, the necessity, feasibility, and effectiveness of government-based 

incentives should be investigated to better understand the trade-offs 

of government incentives. A game model could be developed where 

a government decides to subsidize cybersecurity information shar

ing costs of N companies and the companies decides whether or not 

to participate in the information sharing network. The potential re-
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search questions of this study would be: (1) When (under what cir

cumstances) government should consider subsidizing information shar

ing costs of private sector to encourage them? (2) How the govern

ment should allocate subsidy budget?. (3) How cyber risk profiles (or 

perceptions) and information sharing network size affect companies' 

sharing decisions? 



Proof of Proposition 1 

(i) It is obvious that, if no arrival occurs, then W = 0. 
(ii) If \ 0, > 0 and \ 011 = 0 holds, then we have the following Markov chain: 

2µ ;r 
2+ 2 ':701 

Figure A.1: Transition-rate diagram of the screening queue, as \ 0, > 0 and 
\ 011 = Oholds 

The balance equations can be written as follows: Po\0, = P1(µ + ls0, ) , 

P1\01 = P2( 
2f + 2s0, ) , P2\01 = P3(3[ + 3s0, ) , ... , PN-1,\0, = PN(1 + Ns0, ) . 

Thus, the probability that Oand N applicants are present in the system can be 
obtained as in Eq.(A.1 ): 
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, 
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Po= 1+ L-n-

The average number of applicants in the system can be obtained by L = L,;:=l nPN. 
By substituting PN: 
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Finally applying Little's rule, we obtain the average waiting time as follows: 

N n1n n 
- / l s0' ro 

(A.3) 
w - ]; fr µ +g I \0' (1 - PN) 

. 0;=1 

Now, let us proceed with obtaining the approximation Wusing gamma trans
formation. The following equation is taken from [205]: 

xeY oo yj 
-x - ry(x, y) = 1 + L . , x > 0, y 2: O (A.4) 
y j=l TI(x+k) 

k=l 

where ry(x,y) is incomplete gamma function: ry(x,y) = Jr5 tx-le- tdt. To be 
able to make use of Eq.A.4, we perform the following conversion: 

(A.5) 
where x = µ/ Se' and y = ,,\se' I Se'. The reason Eq.A.5 is an approximation 

is that since the screening process has finite capacity N, I:~1 in Eq.A.4 becomes 

I:j:1 in Eq.A.5. Therefore, the accuracy of the approximation increases as N 
reaches to infinity. Now, let us apply Eq.A.5 to the average number of applicants 
in the system formula, L. Here, let Xbe the approximation of X. In this case, we 

. - 1 -
have the following; Po = A( 1I; A II; ) . Then, we calculate L as follows: 

µ e'' s01 e' 
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n ( \ e' ) n N dyn+ l n
N 

0I = L n ' ' Po = L nnyn Po = f= T - y Po 
n=l TI 1!_ + j n=l TI x + j n=l TI x + j

]=·1'0' ]=·1 ]=·1 

dyn+l 
N - N yn 

= L n ay Po - L n Po 
n=l TI x + j n=l TI x + j

j=l j=l 

d N yj - N yj -
= - YL j Po - L . Po

<Jy . l 
1
. 1 J 

;= TI (x + k) = TI (x + k)
k=l k=l 

(A.6)= [a y(A(x,y) -1) _ (A(x, ) - l)] 1 
<Jy y A(x, y) 

<JA(x,y) ] 1 
= [y ay + ( A (x, y) - 1) - (A (x, y) - 1) A (x, Y) 

a xeY rY tx-le-tdtl 
- yx Jo y 
- [ <Jy A(x,y) 

xeY xeY e- Y x] y 
= [yx+l (y- x)ry(x,y) + yxyY A(x,y) 

= [y:~1 ry(x,y)(y-x)+x] A(!,y) 

A(x, y) X] y X 
= [ y (y- x) + y A(x,y) = A(x,y) + y - x 

Finally, we substitute x with µ/ Se' and y with \ 0, I Se', and apply Little's 
rule to obtain the approximated average waiting time in the system: 

■ 
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